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0 
U.S. Department of 
Transportation 

Office of th" S,:,cretary 
of Transportation 

Office of lnspoclar General 

Subject : ACTION: Report on the Motor Carrier 
Safety Program 
Report No: TR-1999-091 

Fr(,m <?~~~ 
D~~:;ector General 

fo Federal Highway Administrator 

Memorandum 

D~te: April 26, 1999 

Rep~ To JA-30 
Alt n Of: 

We are providing this report for your action. The audit was performed at the 
request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation and the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Transportation, House 
Committee on Appropriations. The objective of the audit was to determine the 
effectiveness of the Office of Motor Carrier (OMC) Safety Program, its impact on 
motor carrier safety, and whether motor carrier safety oversight would be more 
effective if OMC's functions were transferred from FHWA to another agency, 
existing or new, in the Department of Transportation. A synopsis of the report 
follows this memorandum. 

We concluded that OMC was not sufficiently effective in ensuring that motor 
carriers comply with safety regulations, and that the OMC enforcement program 
did not adequately deter noncompliance. The majority of motor carriers comply 
with federal safety regulations. However, a minority of motor carriers repeatedly 
violate safety regulations. Sanctions imposed by OMC for noncompliance are too 
often minimal or nonexistent, suggesting a certain tolerance level for violations of 
safety regulations. For example, only 11 percent of the more than 20,000 
violations (for the 29 most significant safety regulations) cited by safety 
investigators in FY 1998 resulted in assessments (fines), and assessments were 
settled for 46 percent of the dollar amounts initially assessed. The average 
settlement per OMC enforcement case was $1,600. It is apparent that many motor 
carriers who are fined, see the penalties imposed by OMC as little more than a 
"cost of doing business." 
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OMC targets high.:.risk motor carrfon; for compliam::c reviews but OMC cannot 
idc:nti fy aJl of the high-risk motor carrjers because its ~tabase is incomplete, 
inaccurate artd data entry is not timely. For example, driver and vehicle 
1nfonna.tion on over 70,000 motor carrie1'3, or 16 percent of the total population 
was oot in the OMC datab;i..-.e. All.hough 51355 lives were lost in l997 in fatal 
cru~ with large trucks, the latc~t fatality data the Department has available, the 
Department do~ not have information that ich:t'.ltifles the caus~ nf the eras.hes. 
We recommend substantiaJ strengtheoing of the enforcement program !IIld 
~igni fican.t data improvements. 

FHWA's April 22, 1999, co.nuneots to our April 9, l999, draft report were 
considered in preparing this report FHW A prescnu:d a different per!ipeciivc on 
some of lhe analysis -deiicrihcd in our rep,on. Notwithstanding some diffeTence:11.., 
FHWA acknowledged that the co.fo:rcemem program should be improved, more 
compliHnCe .reviews are needed, higher penalties should b~ used to induce 
compliance, and data improvements are Dt:ccssary, FHW A's reiipan.-it: indicated 
sreps had been takt:11 towards these improvements, 

Regardless of where OMC is pJa.ced, the responsibility for motor C81Tier ov~ight 
must be p1aced in an organization where it .has strong lcach:rsbip1 a clearly defin~d 
mission aimed at safety, .i:nd managCDlcnt willing ro make tough decisions -- like 
issuing ''shut dowo" orders to motor carriers when their safety records indicate a 
need furs~ action. A range of alternatives ex.ists, The two ~ost viable and 
practical are leaving the motor cani.er safety funclion in FHW A or creating a 
Motor Carner Safety Aclmin.istration dedica~d to motor carrier safety. 

One: approach available to the Secretary and the Congress is to base t.he decision, 
regaTding whether a Motor Carricr Safety Administration is necessary. on 
FHW A's commitrni.:::nt and eKpeditious. implementation of action lll:l:dcd to 
~ubstantially strengthen enforcement. FHWA'~ ccmunents on th.is report make 
~uch a pledge, If Congrc~ and the Adntinistration decide on th.is approach, the 
mea.~un: of success should he bottom-line improvements in motor carrier safety. 
A one-year timchoc !iihou1d be s'd tn judge the agency's prog,.n:ss before making 
the final decision. 

However. ha.~ on our work, together with a 30-year history of congrcs~ional and 
public caJls for iitrcngthtning motor carrier safoly, we, increasingly, aTC uf the 
view that it would be in the lung le.an interest of public safety lo create a Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration. Tht:: 8imple fact is that under the current 
organizational arrangi.,'ment, motor carrier s.a.fi::ty, ncc~ssarlly, will compete for 
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leadership atcention and emphasiq whh the legitimate, if not primary, FHWA 
mission of investing over $20 billion annually in highways and bridges. In light of 
tht: i.ncreasfrig number of fatalities associated with large trucks, a. J,igh demand for 
truck drivers and enomious indu.<ilry growth in the la~t few yearn, the ~afety 
cha I lenge 'Will be larger aod more uTgent lltis situation jWlti fies art agency with a 
dear. preeminent safety miss..io~ free of the need to compete with other very 
important transportation dcpmtment hlghway mis,:;ions. 

We are also trouhkd by the fact that it ha.::. takco so long foe FHW A to recognize> 
a~ it does in comments on lhis repon, that the pendulum has swung too f ac a.way 
from cnforeement of safety rules. We hope that FHWNs commitment to change 
is followed through with a sense of urgoocy and made pcnruut.ent, as this would 
save many lives on our highways, prevent injurjes, and avoid c:conomic loss. In 
ow- opinion, the I ikelihood of thls occurring woold increase if the lcadersWp and 
charter of the agency responsible for motor carrier safety haid motoT carrier safety 
as the e,i,clusi ve and unambiguous mission. together with a !itmng safety 
eriforcc:rm .. -nt program. 

We appTeCiab.: the- cooperation and a.-.sistance provided by your staff during the 
audit. In particular, we appreciate the rtSpOOses to our surv,ey that we received 
from the safety invcstigators1 program specilllisl~ and OMC State Dil'octors. If T 
l;aJl answer !lflY que,,.tiomi or be of further assistance, please contact me: on x.M767, 
(lr tht: Assistant Inspector Gcnaal for Auditing, Lawrence H. Wcintrob~ on 
x6l992 . 

cc: The Secretary 



Motor Carrier Safety Program 

Federal Highway Administration 

April 26, 1999 Report No. TR-1999-091 

Objective 

The objective of this audit was to determine the effectiveness of the Office of 
Motor Carriers (OMC) Safety Program, its impact on motor carrier safety, and 
whether motor carrier safety oversight would be more effective if OMC's 
functions were transferred from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to 
another agency, existing or new, in the Department of Transportation (DOT). We 
conducted the audit at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation and the Chairman of the Subcommittee 
on Transportation, House Committee on Appropriations. 

Background 

The Motor Carrier Safety Act of 1984 directed the Secretary of Transportation to 
establish a procedure to determine the safety fitness of owners and operators of 
commercial motor vehicles operating in interstate commerce. The Act states that 
the intent of Congress is to reduce commercial vehicle crashes and fatalities by 
emphasizing strong enforcement of motor vehicle safety laws and regulations. 

The Office of Motor Carrier Safety, an office within DOT' s FHW A, is responsible 
for establishing and overseeing the Motor Carrier Safety Program. OMC's Fiscal 
Year (FY) 1999 budget is $53 million; OMC has approximately 670 staff, 260 of 
which are safety investigators who provide safety management oversight of motor 
carriers and initiate enforcement actions. 

In addition to safety enforcement, OMC has a research and standards program, 
under which it promotes advances in safety and establishes regulations, such as 
limits on how long truck drivers may drive without rest periods. Research 
performed pertains to commercial vehicles, driver behavior, and technology 
enhancements to improve safety. OMC also administers the Commercial Driver 
License program in conjunction with the States. This program is designed to 
promote truck driver safety by, for example, establishing minimum uniform 
licensing standards for truck drivers. 



As part of its safety program, OMC provides grants to States under the Motor 
Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP). This program was initially funded 
at $8 million in FY 1984; MCSAP funding increased to $90 million in FY 1999. 
MCSAP provides resources to States to augment the OMC workforce by 
performing compliance reviews (Exhibit A is a glossary of terms) of motor 
carriers, inspecting trucks and drivers, and collecting safety data. 

A key feature of the motor carrier safety program is the conduct of compliance 
reviews, which are performed by both OMC and State investigators. Compliance 
reviews examine motor carrier operations to determine whether motor carriers and 
their drivers meet safety requirements. Based on the results of a compliance 
review, the motor carrier is assigned a safety rating of satisfactory, conditional, or 
unsatisfactory. If a compliance review reveals safety violations, OMC can initiate 
enforcement action, which may lead to fines against the motor carrier. 

Motor carriers are also subject to roadside inspections of vehicles and drivers. 
These inspections are conducted primarily by State safety investigators and may 
result in drivers and vehicles being removed from service for serious safety 
violations. 

Finally, OMC can order an entire motor carrier company "shut down" or "out of 
service" if violations pose an imminent hazard (a condition that is likely to result 
in serious injury or death if not discontinued immediately) to safety or if the motor 
carrier receives an unsatisfactory rating and transports more than 15 passengers or 
placarded hazardous materials. OMC officials stated that the definition was broad, 
and that criteria do not exist to determine when a motor carrier posed an imminent 
hazard. The Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century strengthened safety 
enforcement by providing a mandatory "shut down" provision for "unfit" motor 
carriers on the 61 st day after the determination that the motor carrier is unsafe. 

Results 

We found that OMC was not sufficiently effective in ensuring that motor carriers 
comply with safety regulations, and that the OMC enforcement program did not 
adequately deter noncompliance. The basic safety problem is not with the 
majority of motor carriers, who do operate safely and have good maintenance and 
operating practices. Rather, the problem is with a minority of motor carriers, who 
repeatedly violate safety rules and have unsatisfactory safety ratings for extended 
periods of time, and the fact that sanctions imposed by OMC are all too often 
minimal or nonexistent, thus suggesting a tolerance level for violations of safety 
requirements. Specifically, we found that: 
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• The fatality rate for large truck crashes has remained flat since 1995, while the 
number of fatalities involved in those crashes continues to increase. In 1997, 
the latest year for which data was available as of April 21, 1999, 5,355 deaths 
resulted from large truck crashes. This equates to a major airline crash with 
200 fatalities every 2 weeks. This number of fatalities is unacceptable. 

The Department's truck safety performance measure is based on reducing the 
fatality rate, which allows the number of fatalities to increase as the number of 
vehicle miles driven by truckers increases. This measure should be changed to 
substantially reduce the number of fatalities, irrespective of the fact that there 
are more trucking firms and that greater distances are traveled. We have been 
advised that the Department does intend to change its goal accordingly. 

• OMC has shifted emphasis from enforcement to a more collaborative, 
educational, partnership-with-industry approach to safety. This is a good 
approach for motor carriers that have safety as a top priority, but it has gone 
too far. It does not work effectively with firms that persist in violating safety 
rules and do not promptly take sustained corrective action. Strong enforcement 
with meaningful sanctions, including "shut down" orders in appropriate cases, 
is needed in these situations. In its April 22, 1999, reply to our draft report, 
FHW A acknowledged the "pendulum has swung too far towards 
education/outreach and now must move towards stronger enforcement, 
particularly for repeat offenders." 

• The number of compliance reviews OMC performed has declined by 
30 percent since FY 1995, even though there has been a 36 percent increase in 
the number of motor carriers over this period. Nearly 250 of high-risk carriers 
recommended for a compliance review in March 1998 did not receive one. 

Also, in FY 1995, 1,870 motor carriers received a less-than-satisfactory safety 
rating. From October 1, 1994 through September 30, 1998, 650 of those same 
carriers have had over 2,500 crashes resulting in 132 fatalities and 
2,288 injuries. There are about 6,000 motor carriers operating with a less-than
satisfactory safety rating that received those ratings from October 1995 through 
September 1998. 

• Only 11 percent of the more than 20,000 violations (for the 29 most significant 
safety regulations) identified by inspectors in FY 1998 resulted in assessments 
(fines), and assessments were settled for 46 percent of the dollar amounts 
initially assessed, which is down from 67 percent of initial assessments in FY 
1995. The average settlement was $1,600, down from$ 3,700 in FY 1995. It is 
apparent that many motor carriers who are fined see the penalties imposed as 
little more than a "cost of doing business." 
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• Approximately 47 percent of OMC's workforce responding to our survey rated 
OMC's enforcement program as Poor to Fair. Over 86 percent favored 
stronger OMC enforcement, such as putting unsafe carriers out of service, 
assessing larger fines for repeat offenders, and taking more enforcement 
actions. Exhibit B provides the specific questions and tabulated responses. 

• OMC has been referring motor carriers with the most egregious records and 
indications of criminal conduct to the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) for 
criminal investigation. These cases target those motor carriers that 
intentionally defraud OMC's safety program and pose a serious threat to 
highway safety. OMC, OIG and the Federal Bureau of Investigation signed a 
letter of agreement establishing a cooperative effort on the criminal 
investigation of such motor carriers. OIG currently has more than 30 ongoing 
criminal investigations involving motor carriers. Since January 1, 1997, OIG 
investigations in this area have resulted in 41 indictments, 35 convictions, and 
$2.6 million in recoveries. As part of their sentencing by the courts, motor 
carriers have also been suspended from operating commercial vehicles, 
effectively removing the operators from the highways. Exhibit C provides 
details of the investigative efforts. 

• OMC implemented the Safety Status Measurement System (SafeStat) to 
identify and target motor carriers with high-risk safety records by, for example, 
targeting compliance reviews of the worst carriers. This system is a major 
improvement over past practices, and the agency deserves credit for doing this. 
However, SafeStat cannot target all carriers with the worst records because 
OMC's database is incomplete and inaccurate, and data input is not timely. For 
example, driver and vehicle information on over 70,000 carriers, or 16 percent 
of the total population, was not in the database. Both OMC and the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) obtain statistical data on 
crashes but data collection procedures are not standard. Furthermore, neither 
database contains crash causes or fault data because comprehensive crash 
evaluations are not performed. 

• About 44 percent of trucks entering the United States from Mexico do not meet 
U.S. safety standards. This rate is unacceptably high in comparison to 
17 percent for Canadian and 25 percent for U.S. trucks. Except for California, 
there are too few safety inspectors at the U.S.-Mexico border --for example at 
an El Paso border crossing, where 1,300 trucks enter the United States daily, 
there is only one inspector. He can inspect a maximum of 14 trucks per day. 
California, which has a good border inspection program, is staffed with 
sufficient State personnel. 
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A strong correlation exists between an inspection presence and the safety 
condition of trucks. This is because there is a significant economic 
consequence to a trucking firm when its trucks are placed out of service, and 
there is a substantial likelihood of poorly maintained trucks or unqualified 
drivers being detected. California's out-of-service rate for Mexican trucks is 
28 percent compared with 50 percent in Texas. It is time to resolve this matter 
and establish a strong inspection presence at the border. Exhibit C discusses 
our audit report. 

• There are no clear-cut answers as to whether the motor carrier safety function 
would be discharged more effectively if it were transferred from FHW A to an 
existing or new DOT organization. The suggestion that it should be transferred 
was made due to the significant number of fatalities associated with large truck 
crashes and a concern that OMC did not maintain a sufficient "arm's-length" 
relationship with the industry it regulated. In fact, an OIG investigation found 
that senior OMC managers did not always maintain an appropriate "arm's 
length" relationship, calling into question the credibility of OMC' s leadership. 

A range of organizational options exists, including combining the motor carrier 
safety function with the NHTSA, creating a new agency dedicated to motor 
carrier safety, combining the Department's surface safety functions in a new 
multi-modal Surface Transportation Safety Agency, or keeping OMC in the 
Federal Highway Administration. There are pros and cons to each option; none 
1s a panacea. 

Maintaining an "arm's-length" relationship is critical for any enforcement 
agency, yet the right type of new leadership can change direction and restore 
credibility over time. In this regard, we note that the Federal Highway 
Administrator recently changed the top leadership in OMC. However, our 
greatest concern with the current organizational placement of motor carrier 
safety in FHW A is whether safety can receive the priority it needs in an agency 
whose primary mission is investing billions of dollars in highway and bridge 
infrastructure. This is not to say that it cannot be done, but it will be a 
formidable undertaking. In responding to our workforce survey, nearly 
48 percent of OMC's safety workforce thought an organizational change was 
necessary. None of the other organizational options require safety to compete 
with another mission. 

Considering the range of options, the two most viable and practical are leaving 
the motor carrier safety function in the Highway Administration or creating a 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration dedicated to motor carrier safety. The 
principal drawback to the NHTSA option is that NHTSA' s mission, though 
dedicated to safety, is heavily focused on regulating the manufacture of 
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vehicles. NHTSA has no experience regulating and enforcing the safety of 
operating trucking companies and their drivers. The Surface Transportation 
Safety Administration, while appealing in concept, would be the most complex 
and disruptive to establish. Large pieces of five Department of Transportation 
agencies would have to be removed from their present organization and 
merged into one to form the new organization. 

One approach available to the Secretary and the Congress is to base the 
decision on whether a Motor Carrier Safety Administration is necessary on 
FHWA's commitment and expeditious implementation of action needed to 
substantially strengthen enforcement. The Highway Administration's 
comments on this report make such a pledge. If Congress and the 
Administration decide on this approach, the measure of success should be 
bottom-line improvements in motor carrier safety and a one-year timeline 
should be set to judge the agency's progress and make the final decision. 

However, based on our work, together with a nearly 30-year history of 
congressional and public calls for strengthening motor carrier safety, we 
increasingly are of the view that it would be in the long term interests of public 
safety to create a Motor Carrier Safety Administration. The simple fact is that 
under the current organizational arrangement, motor carrier safety necessarily 
will compete for leadership attention and emphasis with the legitimate, if not 
primary, Highway Administration mission of investing over $20 billion 
annually in highways and bridges. In light of the increasing number of 
fatalities associated with large trucks, demand for truck drivers and enormous 
industry growth in the last few years, the safety challenge will be larger and 
more urgent. This situation justifies an agency with a clear, preeminent safety 
mission, free of the need to compete with other very important transportation 
department missions. 

We also are troubled by the fact that it has taken so long for the Highway 
Administration to recognize, as it does in comments on this report, that the 
pendulum has swung too far away from enforcement of safety rules. Also, 
almost a year ago, TEA-21 was enacted, which provided additional 
enforcement authority to the Highway Administration, yet those mandates have 
not been implemented. The Highway Administration now says it will move to 
do this immediately and improve the safety program, but this is occurring on 
the heels of and with prompting by multiple congressional hearings, adverse 
findings by the DOT Inspector General, the General Accounting Office, and 
the National Transportation Safety Board. 

We hope the Highway Administration's commitments to change are followed 
through on with a sense of urgency and made permanent, as this would save 
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many lives on our highways, prevent injuries, and avoid economic loss. In our 
opinion, the likelihood of this occurring would increase if the leadership and 
charter of the agency responsible for motor carrier safety had motor carrier 
safety as its exclusive and unambiguous mission, together with a strong safety 
enforcement program. 

However, it should be recognized that unless visible improvements in safety 
were achieved and a strong enforcement program adopted, critics would 
question the new Motor Carrier Safety Administration's closeness to industry, 
just as they do with the current Office of Motor Carriers. It is pointless to make 
an organizational change if only the chairs from one agency are shifted to 
another or by simply changing the organization's name. 

• Regardless of where the motor carrier safety function is placed 
organizationally, strong enforcement action, including "shut down" orders in 
appropriate cases, will be necessary for significant violations, repeat violators, 
and motor carriers who have unsatisfactory safety ratings. Other measures will 
also have a significant bearing on motor carrier safety. These include the long
overdue revision of hours of service regulations, improvements in driver 
accountability, and performance of required annual vehicle inspections. 

Improvements are needed to ensure compliance with Federal Motor Carrier Safety 
Regulations and to improve the effectiveness of the Motor Carrier Safety Program. 
Those improvements include the following. 

• Strengthen the enforcement program to include comprehensive policies and 
procedures that: 

Require strong enforcement actions against repeat violators (to 
include assessing maximum statutory fines, not negotiating reduced 
settlements, issuing compliance orders, and placing unsafe motor 
carriers out of service). 
Establish stiffer fines that cannot be considered a cost of doing 
business and, if necessary, seek legislation raising statutory penalty 
ceilings. 
Establish criteria to determine when the imminent hazard sanction 
should be imposed. 
Require follow-up visits and monitoring of those motor carriers with 
a less-than-satisfactory safety rating at varying intervals to ensure 
that safety improvements are sustained. Upon follow-up visits, if 
safety has deteriorated, ensure appropriate sanctions are invoked. 
Remove operating authority for motor carriers that do not pay civil 
penalties. 
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Establish a control mechanism that requires written justification by 
the OMC State Director when compliance reviews of high-risk 
carriers are not performed. 
Identify criteria and timeframes for closing enforcement cases, 
including the current backlog. 

• Offer incentives to States to provide timely, accurate and complete crash, 
inspection and traffic violation data, and withhold funds from States that 
continue to report insufficient data. 

• Require motor carriers to submit information on vehicles and drivers when 
applying for operating authority and to periodically update this information. 

• Obtain and analyze crash causes and fault data in order to identify trends which 
can then be focused on reducing fatalities. 

• Standardize OMC and NHTSA crash data requirements, crash data collection 
procedures, and reports. 

Performance Measure Does Not Focus on Reducing Fatalities 

The number of fatalities increased from 4,918 deaths in 1995 to 5,355 in 1997, the 
latest year for which the Department has fatality data. The Department's FY 1999 
performance measure established under the Government Performance and Results 
Act focuses on reducing the fatality rate below the 1995 fatality rate of 2.8 deaths 
per 100 million commercial vehicle-miles traveled, rather than reducing the 
absolute number of fatalities involved in commercial vehicle crashes. With a 
proliferation of new motor carriers in operation (118,228 of 447,603 motor 
carriers have been in operation less than 4 years) and an expected increase in the 
number of vehicle miles traveled, the rate could be reduced while the number of 
fatalities could continue to increase. We have been advised that the Department 
has revised its goal towards reducing the number of fatalities. 

Since 1992, fatalities have increased by 20 percent and the vehicle miles traveled 
have increased by 25 percent. We concluded that without a strong enforcement 
program and a performance goal focused on reducing the number of fatalities, 
there is limited assurance fatalities will be reduced. Figure 1 shows the magnitude 
of the fatalities and a general correlation between increased truck miles traveled 
and increased fatalities from crashes involving large trucks. 
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Figure 1: Large Trucks Involved in Fatal Crashes, Fatalities Associated 
With Those Crashes and Large Truck Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) 
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Enforcement Actions Are Not Effective zn Encouraging Future 
Compliance 

In 1997, OMC issued a policy statement indicating that enforcement actions were 
to be considered as a last resort in efforts to encourage compliance with safety 
regulations. In keeping with that policy, fines recommended by OMC's Uniform 
Fine Assessment software were lower than statutory maximums for first violations 
and increased only moderately for repeat violations. In addition, assessed fines 
were often reduced during the settlement process. 

Further, shut down orders were seldom used against flagrant violators to induce 
compliance. During FYs 1995 through 1998, 846 motor carriers were subjected to 
multiple enforcement actions. Of these, 127 motor carriers had 3 or more 
enforcement actions, and 117 motor carriers had multiple violations of the same 
significant motor carrier safety regulation. For example, one motor carrier 
repeatedly violated six serious driver and vehicle maintenance safety standards but 
was not placed out of service. 

OMC has the authority to shut down motor carriers that pose an "imminent 
hazard" (a condition that is likely to result in serious injury or death if not 
discontinued immediately). Safety investigators and OMC State Directors stated 
that the definition of "imminent hazard" was broad and clear criteria for 
determining when a motor carrier posed an "imminent hazard" do not exist. 
Therefore, the sanction was seldom used even though the same motor carriers 
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consistently violated serious safety regulations. In only 17 instances were the 
117 companies issued shut down orders, 9 because they posed an imminent hazard 
and 8 due to unsatisfactory safety ratings associated with transporting passengers 
and hazardous materials. For the 127 motor carriers, the penalty amount agreed 
upon by OMC and the companies averaged only about $2,500. 

OMC Decreased Its Emphasis on Enforcement 

OMC has chosen to concentrate its efforts on initiatives such as education and 
partnering, while decreasing its use of enforcement actions. The number of 
compliance reviews performed in FY 1998 decreased by 30 percent compared to 
those performed in FY 1995. Furthermore, from FY 1995 to FY 1998, the average 
settlement per enforcement case decreased by 57 percent from $3,700 to $1,600. 

We found evidence of this shift in emphasis in OMC's use of its safety 
investigators. In FY 1998, OMC safety investigators completed approximately 
4,400 compliance reviews (an average of fewer than 2 compliance reviews per 
month per safety investigator). The States performed about 2,050 compliance 
reviews during FY 1998. These reviews equate to performance of a compliance 
review for less than two percent of the almost 450,000 interstate motor carriers in 
operation in 1998. Seventy-two percent of the motor carrier population does not 
have a safety rating, and of the 28 percent rated, 38 percent (about 49,000) were 
rated less than satisfactory. 

Motor carriers with less-than-satisfactory safety ratings continue to operate. 
Approximately 6,000 motor carriers received only one compliance review during 
FY s 1995 through 1998, and a safety rating of less than satisfactory. These motor 
carriers maintained the less-than-satisfactory safety ratings through September 30, 
1998, and continued operations. Some were also involved in fatal crashes. For 
example in FY 1995, 1,870 motor carriers received a less-than-satisfactory safety 
rating and, from October 1, 1994 through September 30, 1998, 650 of those motor 
carriers have had 2,717 crashes resulting in 132 fatalities and 2,288 injuries. 

In addition, 248 (or 15 percent) of the high-risk motor carriers recommended for a 
compliance review in March 1998, did not receive a compliance review. Since the 
compliance review is the key tool available to OMC to determine whether a motor 
carrier is operating safely, the reduction in the number of compliance reviews 
represents a significant change. 
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OMC's Own Staff Rated the Enforcement Program Poor to Fair 

We surveyed OMC's safety investigators and 
field level supervisors by questionnaire. Of the 
355 individuals sent questionnaires, 
256 (73 percent) responded to our survey. 
Additionally, Figure 2 shows 47 percent of the 
respondents rated OMC's enforcement 
program as poor to fair. Almost half of those 
responding also said that current program 
direction does not support strong enforcement. 
In order to make enforcement more effective, 
more than 94 percent said that attention needs 
to be placed on putting unsafe motor carriers 
out of service, 90 percent favored assessing 
larger fines for repeat off enders, and 
86 percent indicated more enforcement actions 
were needed. From the responses we received, 
we concluded that the OMC workforce wants 
to do an effective job, but the current program 
direction needs to change if they are to do so. 

Figure 2: OMC Personnel Rating 
of the OMC Enforcement Program 
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Most Violations of Safety Regulations Do Not Result zn 
Enforcement Actions 

Figure 3 shows the number of 
violations found and included in 
enforcement actions for FY s 1995 
through 1998. During FY 1995, 
enforcement actions, such as fines, 
were processed on only 12 percent 
(2,957 of 24,636) of all violations 
found during compliance reviews for 
the 29 most significant regulations 
being enforced. These included hours
of-service violations, false reports of 
driver duty status, failure to implement 

Figure 3: Violations Found and Enforced 
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an alcohol and/or controlled substance testing program, and use of drivers with 
suspended or cancelled commercial driver's licenses. In FY 1998, enforcement 
actions processed decreased to 11 percent of the violations found. 
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Enforcement Cases Are Being Settled for Significantly Less Than 
Assessed 

In cases where violations resulted in fines, OMC settled for significantly less than 
the amount originally assessed. From FY s 1995 through 1998, settlements 
declined from 67 cents on the dollar assessed to 46 cents. Figure 4 shows the 
history of assessments and settlements during FY s 1995 through 1998. 

I 4 C I fA t d S ttl t b F" I Y -
FY Assessment Settlement Settlement Percent of 

Assessment 
1995 $10.3 million $6.9 million 67% 
1996 $9.8 million $6.4 million 65% 

1997 $6.4 million $3.8 million 59% 

1998 $5.9 million $2. 7 million 46% 

Source: OMC Motor Carrier Management Information System 

The decrease in enforcement actions and the lower average assessment and 
settlement amounts indicates OMC has lowered emphasis on strong penalty 
actions to achieve compliance. Moreover, OMC does not revoke the operating 
authority of motor carriers for nonpayment of fines. For example, one motor 
carrier has had $126,653 in outstanding fines since October 1995 and the motor 
carrier continues to operate. 

In addition, enforcement cases were not closed I in a timely manner. As of 
November 1998, OMC's database showed a backlog of 1,174 enforcement cases 
that have remained open from 6 months to 8 years. Of the 1,174 open cases, 
543 (46 percent) have been open for over 2 years. Open enforcement cases affect 
selection of motor carriers for compliance reviews because the system that collects 
and prioritizes motor carriers uses closed enforcement cases as one means of 
targeting high-risk motor carriers. Without timely closure of enforcement cases, 
the integrity of the enforcement process is undermined. A critical need to close 
enforcement cases is demonstrated in the fact that 71 of the 127 motor carriers 
with three or more enforcement cases also have an open enforcement case. 

1 Closure of enforcement cases for Safety Status Measurement System purposes mean an assessment was 
made and settlement was reached on the amount to be paid. 
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Insufficient Data Limits Targeting of High-Risk Motor Carriers 

Since March 1997, OMC has used the SafeStat system to identify high-risk motor 
carriers, which is a significant improvement over its past practices. SafeStat is an 
automated, data-driven system designed to incorporate current safety performance 
data such as crashes, results of roadside inspections of drivers and trucks, results 
of compliance reviews, and enforcement actions. However, OMC currently 
cannot target all motor carriers with the worst safety records because its database 
is incomplete and inaccurate. For example, SafeStat determines a motor carrier's 
safety risk relative to motor carriers of comparable fleet size. However, we found 
that driver and vehicle information on 71,145 motor carriers (16 percent of the 
total population) was not in OMC's Motor Carrier Management Information 
System. Carriers missing these data normally would not be ranked or prioritized 
for a review, even if they were high-risk motor carriers. 

In addition, neither OMC's nor NHTSA's database contains information on crash 
causes or fault because comprehensive crash evaluations are not performed when 
fatal crashes occur. Comprehensive crash evaluations could provide important 
insights into initiatives OMC could undertake to prevent future crashes and to 
target high-risk practices and motor carriers. 

Untimely Data Impacts SafeStat's Rankings 

States did not always enter crash reports timely, which reduced the effectiveness 
of the SafeStat system in identifying motor carriers with recent crashes. For 
example, in 1997, 31 percent of the crashes reported by the States were entered 
into OMC's database more than 180 days after the crash date. Timely entry of 
crash data is important because SafeStat weighs a recent crash ( one that occurs in 
the past 6 months) three times greater than one that occurred more than 18 months 
ago. 

Under MCSAP, OMC provides the States funds to collect safety performance 
data; these funds were significantly increased by the Transportation Equity Act for 
the 21 st Century. The quality and timeliness of safety performance data are 
paramount in building and maintaining an information system that supports safety 
activities and provides the analytical foundation for future safety improvements. It 
is obvious from the ongoing initiatives that OMC is using technology to enhance 
its oversight and to improve safety. Without good data, it is difficult to identify 
technology enhancements that should be developed to improve motor carrier 
safety. OMC did not provide adequate emphasis to ensuring the quality of the 
safety performance data entered into its centralized, Motor Carrier Management 
Information System. This centralized database provides data to other systems 
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OMC deployed to enhance its oversight capability and to improve safety such as 
the SafeStat, the Performance and Registration Information Systems Management, 
and the Inspection Selection System. 

Both NHTSA and OMC provide funds to the States to receive crash information. 
The data, provided by the States, are derived from the same state accident 
reporting form and are entered by two different state offices into OMC's and 
NHTSA's databases. Even though differences exist between the databases, there 
is opportunity for data standardization. 

Trucks Entering the United States from Mexico Frequently Do Not 
Meet US. Standards 

In our December 1998 audit report, "Motor Carrier Safety Program for 
Commercial Trucks at U.S. Borders" (Report No. TR-1999-034), we concluded 
that neither OMC nor the border states, with the exception of California, are taking 
sufficient actions to ensure that trucks entering the United States from Mexico 
meet U.S. safety standards. 

Since 1992, when the United States, Canada, and Mexico signed the North 
American Free Trade Agreement, the Department and the border states have 
pointed to each other when asked who has the responsibility for inspecting trucks 
crossing the border. Neither the Federal Government nor the border states ( except 
for California) have provided the necessary resources. For example, in El Paso, 
Texas, an average of 1,300 trucks enter daily at one border crossing, yet only one 
inspector is on duty and he can inspect only 10 to 14 trucks daily. At other 
crossings, there are times when there are no inspectors. 

Far too few trucks are being 
inspected at the U.S.-Mexico 
border, and too few inspected 
trucks comply with U.S. safety 
standards. Of those Mexican 
trucks inspected, about 44 percent 
were placed out of service because 
of serious safety violations. This 
contrasts with a 25-percent out-of
service rate for U.S. trucks and a 
17-percent out-of-service rate for 

·. Figure 5:·~~ 

Canadian trucks. The truck out-of-service rates for the four border states with 
Mexico ranged from 28 percent in California, where a good inspection program 
has been in place and the quality of trucks has improved, to 50 percent in Texas. 
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With the exception of California, a significant increase is urgently needed in the 
number of inspectors, the number of trucks inspected, and the hours of inspection 
coverage to make sure trucks entering the United States from Mexico are safe. 
OMC and the States point to each other as having responsibility for inspecting 
trucks entering the United States. In view of this continuing debate, we are not 
confident that the necessary actions are imminent. 

Strong Leadership Is Needed for an Effective Motor Carrier Safety 
Program 

Our greatest concern with the current organizational placement of the motor 
carrier oversight program in FHW A is whether safety can receive the priority it 
needs in an agency whose primary mission is investing billions of dollars in 
highway and bridge infrastructure. Also, a recent OIG investigation reported that 
OMC's senior leadership has not always maintained an "arm's-length" relationship 
with the motor carrier industry they were responsible for regulating. In order to 
improve the effectiveness of OMC, 37 percent of the OMC safety workforce who 
responded to our survey stated that a separate administration was needed. Also, in 
response to a specific question about moving OMC to NHTSA, 48 percent 
moderately to strongly favored the move. 

A range of alternatives exists: retention in FHW A, placement within NHTSA, 
creation of a new administration within the Department that would include safety
related issues for all surface transportation modes, and creation of a Motor Carrier 
Safety Administration. There are pros and cons associated with each alternative. 

• Since FHWA's main focus is on infrastructure development and funding, the 
motor carrier safety program, under FHW A, may not receive the priority it 
needs. This does not mean that motor carrier safety cannot be effectively 
managed within FHW A, but doing so will require a very strong effort to ensure 
that motor carrier safety is not subordinated to infrastructure investment in 
terms of emphasis and attention. 

In October 1998, FHW A restructured is headquarters and field operations 
giving OMC's State Division Offices the primary role and authority for front
line program delivery such as the motor carrier safety program. Restructuring 
also eliminated nine Regional Offices and replaced them with four Resource 
Centers. OMC officials in the State and Regional/Resource Center offices 
expressed considerable confusion and concern on their roles and 
responsibilities due to the restructuring. Although the restructuring was 
ongoing, we found that definitive guidance had not been issued to the Resource 
Centers or the State Division Offices on their responsibilities. 
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• NHTSA is a centralized organization with the majority of its workforce in 
Washington, D.C. This contrasts with the motor carrier mission, which has 
most of its resources in the field. NHTSA' s primary role is to oversee 
manufacturers of passenger and commercial vehicles, and safety features of 
those vehicles. NHTSA's enforcement program does not apply to operator 
safety. Consequently, NHTSA does not deal with the same type and 
magnitude of enforcement issues as does OMC. 

• A separate surface safety organization conceptually has appeal because its sole 
mission would be safety and it would have the ability to examine issues such 
as operator fatigue across all modes of transportation. Also, resources would 
be dedicated to safety and could quickly be realigned if necessary. This 
concept was proposed by DOT in the early 1990's but was not adopted. 
Establishing a surface safety organization would most likely be the most 
costly option, and it would cause significant disruption to DOT's safety 
program because of the time it would take to establish an effective structure. 
A surface safety organization would incorporate some functions from FHW A, 
NHTSA, Federal Railroad Administration, Federal Transit Administration, 
and Research and Special Programs Administration. Having one organization 
responsible for the entire safety mission and focused on the Department's 
primary goal of improving safety, would emphasize DOT's high priority to its 
safety mission and minimize criticism of having close relationships with 
industries it had responsibility to oversee. 

• A new and separate motor carrier safety administration is another viable 
option. Such an organization would have safety as its only mission and could 
focus all its resources on motor carrier safety. This organizational structure 
has appeal to the motor carrier industry because motor carriers would have a 
dedicated agency like the other transportation modes, and this would reinforce 
their stature. Safety improvements within the motor carrier industry would be 
its primary mission. 

Regardless of where OMC is placed, the responsibility for motor carrier oversight 
must be placed in an organization where it has strong leadership, a clearly defined 
mission aimed at safety, and management willing to make tough decisions -- like 
issuing "shut down" orders to motor carriers when their safety records indicate a 
need for such action. If FHW A is not forthcoming in expeditiously taking 
corrective action, an organizational change is appropriate. 

Actions in addition to strong industry oversight can contribute to significant 
reductions in fatalities. Specific actions to enhance motor carrier safety and to 
help prevent crashes and fatalities should be considered regardless of where the 
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organization is placed. Actions such as improved driver accountability, required 
vehicle inspections, and revised hours-of-service regulations are identified in 
Exhibit D. These are only suggestions and are not intended to be an endorsement 
by the Office of the Inspector General. 

Management Position and Office of Inspector General 
Comments 

The Department agreed, in an April 14, 1999, memorandum to FHWA, to revise 
the motor carrier safety goal in its FY 2000 performance plan to reduce the 
number of fatalities. The change is to be printed in the Department's revised 
final performance plan, which is expected to be published within 30 days after 
FY 2000 appropriations are enacted. 

In its reply, FHWA said: "We consider many of the recommendations to be 
constructive and have actions underway to address them. In other cases, we have 
proposed alternative actions. However, we do have a different view of some of 
the analysis described in the report and we believe you may have overlooked some 
pertinent facts." Notwithstanding some differences, FHW A acknowledged that 
the enforcement program can be improved, more compliance reviews are needed, 
higher penalties can be used to induce compliance, and data improvements are 
necessary. FHWA recognized improvements are needed and said it had taken 
steps towards this goal. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Background 

We performed this audit in response to Congressional requests. Senator John 
McCain, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation, requested a review relating to the effectiveness of the Office of 
Motor Carrier1 (OMC), the impact of the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) reorganization and the merits of transferring OMC out of FHWA. 
Congressman Frank Wolf, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on 
Transportation, Committee on Appropriations, requested a review of the Motor 
Carrier Safety Program. His concerns were the number of compliance reviews 
conducted, whether the enforcement program had been strengthened since 1997, 
the adequacy of penalties assessed, and the moving of OMC out of FHW A. 

Congress2 directed the Secretary of Transportation, in cooperation with the 
Interstate Commerce Commission, to establish a procedure to determine the safety 
fitness of owners and operators of commercial motor vehicles operating in 
interstate commerce. The FHWA issued Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR), Part 385, Safety Fitness Procedures, which established a procedure to 
(i) determine the safety fitness of motor carriers, (ii) assign safety ratings, (iii) take 
remedial action when required, and (iv) prohibit passenger and hazardous 
materials motor carriers that received an "unsatisfactory" safety rating from 
operating a commercial motor vehicle. 

OMC is responsible for establishing and overseeing the Motor Carrier Safety 
Program. As part of its safety program, OMC provides grants to the States under 
the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP) to perform compliance 
reviews and inspections of commercial trucks and drivers, and to collect safety 
performance data. This program was initially funded at $8 million in FY 1984: 
MSCAP funding increased to $90 million in FY 1999. Compliance reviews3 are 
performed by OMC and state safety investigators at motor carrier facilities to 
determine whether motor carriers meet safety fitness standards. 

Based on the results of a compliance review, the motor carrier is assigned a safety 
rating of satisfactory, conditional, or unsatisfactory. Enforcement actions may be 
initiated, such as the levying civil penalties, if motor carriers are found in violation 

1 On February 2, 1999 FHWA reorganized and OMC became the Office of Motor Carrier and Highway 
Safety. Throughout this report, we cite the Office of Motor Carriers (OMC) and are specifically referring 
to the Motor Carrier Safety Program and not the new Highway Safety function. 
2 Section 215 of the Motor Carrier Safety Act of 1984, codified in Title 49, United States Code (U.S.C.), 
Section 31144. 
3 Exhibit A contains a glossary of terms. 
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of safety regulations. OMC can order an entire motor carrier company "shut 
down" or "out of service" if violations pose an imminent hazard to safety or if the 
motor carrier receives an unsatisfactory rating and transports more than 
15 passengers or placarded hazardous materials. Roadside inspections4 of 
commercial motor vehicles are conducted primarily by state safety investigators 
and may result in the vehicle and/or driver being removed from service because of 
serious safety violations. The Transportation Equity Act (TEA-21) strengthened 
safety enforcement by providing a mandatory "shut down" provision for "unfit" 
motor carriers on the 61 st day after the determination that the motor carrier is 
unsafe. 

The results of compliance reviews and roadside inspections are entered into 
OMC's database, Motor Carrier Management Information System (MCMIS), at 
the state level using SAFETYNET, an automated information management system 
used to monitor the safety performance of commercial motor carriers. MCMIS 
contains five files: compliance reviews, roadside inspections, general motor carrier 
information, crash data, and enforcement case data. 

In addition to safety enforcement, OMC has a research and standards program, 
under which it promotes advances in safety and establishes regulations, such as 
limits on how long truck drivers may drive without a rest period. Research 
performed pertains to commercial vehicles, driver behavior, and technology 
enhancements to improve safety. OMC also administers the Commercial Driver 
License program in conjunction with the States. This program is designed to 
promote truck driver safety by, for example, establishing minimum uniform 
licensing standards for truck drivers. 

Prior to March 1997, OMC used the Selective Compliance and Enforcement 
(SCE) system to prioritize motor carriers for compliance reviews. The SCE had 
seven weighted factors: (i) commodity transported, (ii) annual motor carrier 
mileage, (iii) months since last review, (iv) vehicle out-of-service rate, (v) driver 
out-of-service rate, (vi) preventable recordable accident rate, and (vii) overall 
safety fitness rating. Since March 1997, OMC has used the Safety Status 
Measurement System (SafeStat) to prioritize motor carriers for compliance 
reviews. SafeStat allows OMC to continuously quantify and monitor the safety 
status of motor carriers. 

4 Roadside inspections are conducted in accordance with Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance standards, 
which entail different levels of inspection. Level- I, the most rigorous, is a full inspection of the truck and 
driver. Level-2 is a ''walk-around" inspection that includes a check of the driver and a visual inspection of 
the truck. Level-3 inspections focus only on the driver and Level-4 and Level-5 inspections are conducted 
for special purposes, such as a one-time inspection of a particular item. The standards also include criteria 
for placing trucks and drivers out of service if the inspections find the truck or driver do not meet 
prescribed minimum safety requirements. 
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Objective, Scope and Methodology 

The objective of the audit was to determine the effectiveness of FHWA's Office of 
Motor Carriers safety program, and its impact on motor carrier safety enforcement 
including the concerns raised by Senator McCain and Congressman Wolf. Their 
concerns focused on motor carrier safety enforcement activities, the impact of 
FHWA's reorganization on motor carrier safety and whether oversight of the 
motor carrier industry would be more effective if OMC was not a part of FHW A. 

We distributed a survey to 355 OMC field personnel, including safety 
investigators, program specialists, and state directors, to obtain their perspective 
regarding the direction and focus of the Motor Carrier Safety Program. 

We obtained an electronic copy of the MCMIS database files (December 2, 1998) 
and used the files to evaluate OMC's effectiveness. We identified active U.S. 
interstate motor carriers by using the MCMIS general motor carrier information 
file and linked those motor carriers to the remaining four MCMIS files 
( compliance reviews, roadside inspection results, crash data and enforcement case 
data) to identify the motor carriers' performance data for FYs 1995 through 1998. 
We performed trend analyses, frequency distributions, and stratifications of the 
motor carriers' performance data ( compliance reviews, roadside inspections out
of-service rates, crashes, and enforcement cases both open and closed) to 
determine the effectiveness of the Motor Carrier Safety Program. We also 
observed 27 roadside inspections in 7 States to determine the procedures used and 
to verify the information and results of these inspections that were entered into 
MCMIS. 

From the MCMIS files we judgmentally selected crashes and roadside inspections 
to verify the information entered and processed by MCMIS to the supporting 
documentation maintained at the 11 State Law Enforcement offices we visited. 
We also judgmentally selected crashes, compliance reviews and enforcement cases 
from the 11 OMC Division and State Law Enforcement offices we visited to trace 
the information entered into MCMIS. Source documents supporting MCMIS 
crash data were not available in Idaho, Iowa, and Virginia; and source documents 
supporting MCMIS roadside inspection data were not available in California, 
Idaho, and Virginia. These tests were performed to verify the accuracy of the data 
processed by MCMIS. We did not attempt to verify the accuracy of the data 
contained in each record. We also compared data in the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) Fatal Analysis Reporting System (FARS) and in 
MCMIS to determine if all fatalities in FARS were reported to MCMIS. We 
reviewed SafeStat to determine the process for selecting the high-risk motor 
carriers, and to identify the data elements used in the analysis. 
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We reviewed OMC's current enforcement policies, including the field operations 
Training Manual, and determined the status of recommendations from our audit of 
the Motor Carrier Safety Program issued in March 1997. To determine the 
effectiveness of the OMC enforcement actions, we identified the number of motor 
carriers with multiple enforcement cases and compared the enforcement data to 
other motor carrier performance data, such as on-the-road inspections and crashes. 
To assess whether an organizational change would improve the effectiveness of 
the Motor Carrier Safety Program, we reviewed the organizations' missions, 
functions and Strategic Plans to identify similar functions between the 
organizations, and we reviewed previous studies that proposed alternative 
placement of the Motor Carrier Safety Program. In addition, we reviewed 
documentation and discussed with OMC Division and Resource Center/Region 
officials the impact of FHW A's reorganization on the Motor Carrier Safety 
Program. We also reviewed applicable public laws and Federal regulations. 

The audit was conducted from December 1998 to April 1999 in accordance with 
the Government Auditing Standards prescribed by the Comptroller General of the 
United States and accordingly, included such tests of internal controls as were 
considered necessary. Exhibit E lists the activities visited or contacted. 

Prior Coverage 

Exhibit C describes prior audit coverage, and other related audit and investigative 
work. 
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II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Finding A. Effectiveness of the Motor Carrier 
Safety Program 

The Motor Carrier Safety Program was not sufficiently effective in ensuring 
compliance with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations. This occurred 
because (i) OMC established policies and procedures that did not ensure the motor 
carrier safety regulations were enforced; (ii) OMC did not effectively use available 
sanctions to deter future noncompliance with regulations; (iii) OMC's safety 
fitness rating system allowed motor carriers with less than satisfactory ratings for 
extended periods of time to continue operations; and (iv) the Department's 
performance measure for motor carrier safety did not focus on reducing the 
number of fatalities involved in commercial vehicle crashes. As a result, unsafe 
motor carriers continue to operate on our nation's highways. 

Discussion 

A civil penalty is a primary enforcement tool available to OMC when a motor 
carrier is found in violation of safety or hazardous materials regulations. OMC 
can also issue compliance orders, which direct a motor carrier to take certain 
actions to bring it into compliance with the regulations. In addition, OMC can 
order a motor carrier out of service if violations pose an imminent hazard to safety 
or if a motor carrier that receives an unsatisfactory rating transports more than 
15 passengers or placarded hazardous materials. 

OMC Considered Enforcement a Last Resort 

Although OMC had a variety of enforcement actions available to encourage 
compliance with safety regulations, it chose to consider those actions as a last 
resort. In February 1997, OMC issued a policy memorandum that established 
program priorities for completing compliance reviews. This policy, entitled 
Enforcement Renaissance, states: 

... we are NOT first and foremost an "enforcement agency" but 
rather a "Safety Agency" dedicated to making our nation's highways 
crash-free .... enforcement should be the underpinning of our 
"Safety Agency". However, our activities need to be prioritized in a 
manner that creates an atmosphere of cooperation with our many 
partners who also are working devotedly and diligently toward 
crash-free highways. Our priorities should be to educate, regulate, 
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and then, if unsuccessful in changing the safety performance of a 
particular motor carrier, institute appropriate enforcement measures. 

Despite this policy statement, OMC is a regulatory agency responsible for the 
oversight of commercial vehicle safety. OMC has shifted emphasis from 
enforcement to a more collaborative, educational, partnership-with-industry 
approach to safety. This is a good approach for motor carriers that have safety as 
a top priority, but it has gone too far. It does not work effectively with firms that 
persist in violating safety rules and do not promptly take sustained corrective 
action. 

OMC chose enforcement as a last resort. Enforcement should be a "front-line" 
tool used to induce compliance with the safety regulations, not a last resort. 
Congress emphasized the need for strong enforcement of motor vehicle safety 
laws and regulations to reduce commercial vehicle crashes and fatalities. The 
Motor Carrier Safety Act of 1984 states: 

(1) it is in the public interest to enhance commercial motor vehicle 
safety and thereby reduce highway fatalities, injuries, and property 
damage; 

(2) improved, more uniform commercial motor vehicle safety 
measures and strengthened enforcement would reduce the number 
of fatalities and injuries .... (Emphasis added) 

Available Sanctions Were Not Used 

OMC's penalty assessment software did not result in strong penalties for 
violations. Title 49, United States Code (U.S.C.), Part 521(b)(7), states penalty 
schedules shall be "designed to induce timely compliance for persons failing to 
comply promptly with ... requirements .... " To address this requirement and to 
standardize civil penalties, OMC implemented the Uniform Fine Assessment 
(UFA) software in April 1996. UFA considers nine statutorily-mandated factors5 

in determining the amount of a civil penalty. The Transportation Equity Act for 
the 21 st Century (TEA-21) increased the maximum penalties allowed. For 
example, non-recordkeeping violations can be assessed up to $10,000 per violation 
with no maximum cap. However, the UFA has not incorporated those updates. 

5 The factors used are (1) nature of the violation, (2) circwnstances of the violation, (3) extent of the 
violation, (4) gravity of the violation, (5) degree of culpability, (6) history of prior offenses, (7) ability to 
pay, (8) effect on ability to continue to do business, and (9) such other matters as justice and public safety 
may require. 
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Reduction of Statutory Penalties. Although UFA considers the nine statutory 
factors when assessing civil penalties, OMC established administrative levels of 
fines in UFA, which were, on average, 35 percent of the statutory maximum fines. 
The range of fines by type of violation is presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Comparison of OMC and Statutory Fines by Violation 

Statutory 
Administrative Maximum Percentage of 
Minimum Fine Per Maximum 

Type of Violation Per Instance Instance* Penalty 
Recordkeeping - Motor Carriers $300 $500 60% 
Recordkeeping-Employees $200 $500 40% 
Serious Pattern of Safety Violations $500 $1,000 50% 
Substantial Health or Safety Violations $3,000 $10,000 30% 
Employee Non-Recordkeeping Violations $500 $1 ,000 50% 

$4,500 $13,000 35% 

* Based on statutory limits prior to TEA-21. 

For example, a first-time recordkeeping violation by a motor carrier has a 
maximum statutory penalty of $500, but, absent any other contributing factors, 
UFA would recommend a fine of $300. 

Adjustments for Gross Revenue of the Motor Carrier. One of the nine 
statutory considerations used by UFA was the ability to pay a fine, which OMC 
equated to the motor carrier's gross revenue. In determining a penalty range, UFA 
reduced the total allowable penalty proportionally. For example, during a 
compliance review in May 1998, the safety investigator found a motor carrier in 
violation of 17 safety regulations (140 instances), for which UFA would normally 
recommend a maximum penalty of $2,000. However, based on the motor carrier's 
gross revenue of about $200,000 and its lack of prior enforcement history, the 
final penalty recommended by UFA was $1,000 with a range of plus or minus 10 
percent ($900 to $1 ,100). As a result, the safety investigator was limited to 
enforcing only 2 of the 17 violations found. The enforced violations included 
$550 for one instance of using a driver not medically examined and certified every 
24 months and $550 for failing to implement an alcohol and/or controlled 
substance testing program. The motor carrier was not penalized for the remaining 
15 violations even though they included such violations as allowing drivers to 
exceed the hours of service, no records for drivers' duty status and no medical 
certificates for drivers. In our opinion, the assessed civil penalty did not provide 
adequate incentive for the motor carrier to improve compliance with the safety 
regulations. 
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Reduced Penalties in Negotiation and Settlement Process. OMC's process of 
negotiating and settling enforcement cases usually resulted in significantly 
reduced penalties. "Settlement" represents the amount negotiated between OMC 
and the motor carrier. For example, one motor carrier was assessed a fine of 
$20,000 for two violations of qualification of drivers. The fine was ultimately 
settled for $8,130. 

In addition, the average settlement per enforcement case has been declining when 
compared to the original assessment. We analyzed enforcement cases in the 
MCMIS database to determine trends for motor carriers during FY s 1995 through 
1998 and compared civil penalties assessed to amounts settled. We found 
settlements have significantly decreased: from FY s 1995 through 1998, 
settlements declined from 67 cents on the dollar assessed to 46 cents. Figure 2 
presents the history of assessments and settlements during FY s 1995 through 
1998. 

Figure 2. Civil Penalty Assessments and Settlements 

Fiscal Total Total Percent of 
Year Assessments Settlements Assessment 
1995 $10.3 million $6.9 million 67% 
1996 $9.8 million $6.4 million 65% 
1997 $6.4 million $3.8 million 59% 
1998 $5.9 million $2.7 mill ion 46% 

Source: OMC Motor Carrier Management Information System 

Shut Down Orders and Fines for Repeat Violators. Repeat violators warranted, 
but often did not receive, stiffer enforcement actions to ensure prompt and 
sustained compliance with the safety regulations. OMC has the authority to place 
motor carriers out of service as an enforcement tool, but we found that motor 
carriers with multiple enforcement actions continued to operate. Since January 
1991, motor carriers transporting more than 15 passengers or placarded hazardous 
materials have 45 days to improve an unsatisfactory safety rating before being 
placed out of service. In addition, OMC has statutory authority to place imminent 
hazard motor carriers immediately out of service. OMC officials stated they have 
difficulty interpreting this broad definition because it does not provide specific 
criteria for declaring the imminent hazard condition. OMC has seldom used the 
imminent hazard sanction. In addition, the Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st 

Century authorized the mandatory shut down of unfit carriers, except for 
passenger and hazardous materials motor carriers who have a 45-day improvement 
period, after a 60-day period for safety improvements. To date, OMC has not 
defined "unfit" carrier, and has not implemented the provision. 
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To ensure unsafe motor carriers change their behavior, OMC needs to assess more 
stringent penalties or, if necessary, order the motor carrier out of service. During 
FYs 1995 through 1998, 846 motor carriers were subject to multiple enforcement 
actions. Of these, 127 motor carriers had 3 or more enforcement actions and 
117 motor carriers had multiple violations of the same significant safety 
regulation. Only 17 of these motor carriers were issued out-of-service orders, 
9 because they posed an imminent hazard and 8 due to unsatisfactory safety 
ratings associated with transporting passengers or hazardous materials. For the 
127 motor carriers, the penalty amount agreed upon by OMC and the companies 
averaged only about $2,500. 

For example, one motor carrier was cited for false logs in FY 1995 and again in 
FY 1997. However, the average settled penalty per instance only increased from 
$369 in FY 1995 to $470 in FY 1997. The same motor carrier was also cited for 
failing to require a driver to undergo pre-employment alcohol and/or controlled 
substance testing in FY 1997 and again in FY 1998. The average fines per 
instance were $675 and $783, respectively. In our opinion, an increase of about 
$100 per instance does not effect prompt and sustained compliance with the 
regulations. 

We found indications that these sanctions were not adequate to ensure compliance 
because these same motor carriers continued to disregard safety regulations. For 
example, 100 of the 117 motor carriers had vehicles and/or drivers placed out of 
service during roadside inspections for the same violations for which penalties had 
been previously assessed. One motor carrier had four compliance reviews that 
resulted in four enforcement cases for driver violations. After the first 
enforcement review, 21 percent of its drivers were placed out of service, which is 
almost 3 times the national average for drivers out of service. In our opinion, 
OMC should exercise its ability to place motor carriers out of service when it finds 
repeat violations such as those highlighted in these examples. Ultimately, 100 of 
the 117 motor carriers were involved in 1,091 crashes resulting in 49 fatalities 
during FYs 1995 through 1998. 

Revocation of Authority for Lack of Payment. Standards for administrative 
collection of penalties, cited in Code of Federal Regulations, Title 4, Volume 1, 
Section 102.9, allow agencies to suspend or revoke licenses or operating authority 
for nonpayment of fines. However, OMC has not exercised these sanctions. For 
example, one motor carrier has had $126,653 in outstanding fines since October 
1995 and continues normal operations. Another motor carrier has a penalty in 
excess of $22,000, which has been outstanding for more than 4 years. OMC's 
records indicate a settlement was reached between this motor carrier and the 
Department of Justice; however, OMC has not received payment. In addition, 
OMC's records indicate the motor carrier had a more recent penalty assessment in 
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excess of $17,000. The continued practice of permitting motor carriers with 
outstanding fines or repetitive penalties to continue normal operations limits the 
effectiveness of OM C's enforcement program. 

Most violations found during compliance reviews did not result in 
enforcement. OMC did not include all violations of the most significant safety 
regulations in enforcement actions. For the purpose of our review, we analyzed the 
29 most frequently enforced regulations. In FY 1995, OMC found 
24,636 violations during compliance 
reviews, but processed enforcement Figure 3: Violations Found and Enforced 

actions on only 12 percent (2,957). In 
FY 1998, enforcement actions processed 
declined to 11 percent (2,481 of 22,022) 
of significant violations found. Figure 3 
shows the number of violations found 
and included in enforcement actions for 
FY s 1995 through 1998. These 
violations included the following 
significant safety concerns. 

• Driver hours-of-service violations; 
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driver duty status. OMC enforced 
only 11 percent of driver log violations in FY 1995 and only 8 percent in FY 
1998. Driver log violations, including falsified logs and driving more hours 
than allowed, are good indicators that a fatigued driver may have operated a 
motor vehicle. Research has indicated that fatigue is a major factor in 
commercial vehicle crashes. 

• Failure to implement an alcohol and/or controlled substance testing program; 
failure to conduct random drug and alcohol testing; using a driver who has 
tested positive for a controlled substance; etc. OMC enforced only 29 percent 
of drug and alcohol-related regulations in FY 1995. By FY 1998, the 
percentage dropped to 21 percent. If OMC does not enforce the drug and 
alcohol regulations, it has no assurance that unsafe drivers are being removed 
from the roadways. 

Enforcement officials stated they did not always enforce every violation found. 
According to OMC policy, any critical violations discovered have to indicate a 
pattern of noncompliance of at least 10 percent of the number of records checked 
in order to be enforceable. Furthermore, UFA considers the nine statutory factors 
when determining the amount of a civil penalty and may limit penalties based on 



factors such as ability to pay and prior safety history of the motor carrier. 
Although all violations are recorded during the compliance review, penalties 
assessed may only relate to one or two of the most egregious violations. 

Cost of Doing Business 

From FY s 1995 to 1998, the average penalty originally assessed per enforcement 
case decreased by 37 percent from $5,575 to $3,517. Furthermore, the average 
settlement decreased by 57 percent from $3,734 to $1,592. In our opinion, these 
fines do not effectively deter motor carriers from violating the safety regulations. 
Instead, motor carriers merely consider them a cost of doing business. The 
decrease in enforcement actions and the lower average assessment and settlement 
amounts indicate OMC has lowered its emphasis on strong penalty actions to 
achieve compliance. This trend mirrors management's philosophy that 
enforcement should be a last resort measure to induce compliance with the safety 
regulations. The need for a stronger emphasis on enforcement is also reflected in 
the fact that 86 percent of the OMC field personnel who responded to our survey 
reported that more enforcement action was needed to bring motor carriers into full 
compliance. In order to change the behavior of the high-risk motor carriers there 
must be an economic consequence to them. This consequence should begin with 
the use of sanctions that include increased fines, maximum statutory fines for 
repeat violators, and shut down orders when warranted. 

OMC's Oversight Not Sufficiently Effective 

OMC continued to rate motor carriers but rated fewer and fewer each year without 
significant consequence to those motor carriers rated less than satisfactory. Also, 
the majority of the motor carriers remained unrated. While OMC policy required 
those motor carriers targeted as high-risk to receive compliance reviews, 
15 percent did not receive a review. In addition, other motor carriers may have 
been targeted for review if enforcement cases had been closed timely. 

Safety Rating System Did Not Ensure Compliance with Safety Regulations. 
The number of compliance reviews completed from FY s 1995 through 1998 
declined by 30 percent. The percentage of motor carriers rated conditional or 
unsatisfactory remained flat at about 40 percent over the last four years, except for 
FY 1997, when a large number of motor carriers did not receive ratings. From 
March 18 to November 28, 1997, OMC did not issue compliance review ratings 
due to its rating process being challenged in court. From May 28 to November 28, 
1997, compliance review ratings were only reported for motor carriers 
transporting more than 15 passengers or placarded hazardous materials. Figure 4 
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shows the compliance reviews performed by OMC and state safety investigators 
and the decline in the number of compliance reviews. 

Figure 4. Number of Compliance Reviews Performed by FY 

Compliance Satisfactory Conditional Unsatisfactory Motor 
FY Reviews Ratings Ratings Ratings Carriers 

Not Rated* 
1995 9,240 52% 29% 11% 8% 
1996 8,895 53% 29% 10% 8% 
1997 6,894 28% 13% 5% 54% 
1998 6,473 41% 28% 15% 16% 

* Includes educational and drug and alcohol reviews. 
Source: OMC Management Information System 

The safety fitness rating system did not ensure motor carriers operated safely. For 
example, a passenger carrier that received an unsatisfactory rating in May 1996 
and upgraded its rating to satisfactory in July 1996 was involved in a fatal crash in 
December 1998. In February 1999, OMC reviewed the passenger carrier's 
operations and discovered repeat violations from the 1996 compliance review. 
These violations included duty status reports and failure to use medically qualified 
drivers. During the period between the satisfactory rating and the crash, OMC did 
not review the passenger carrier's safety rating. OMC's assurance that the 
passenger carrier complied with the safety regulations was limited to the 45-day 
period reviewed in July 1996. 

OMC focuses its compliance reviews on high-risk motor carriers and as of 
November 1998 nearly 72 percent of the motor carrier population remain unrated. 
Of the 28 percent of the motor carrier population that received a rating, over 38 
percent received a rating of less than satisfactory. We concluded OMC's oversight 
is not deterring noncompliance. 

Motor carriers with less than satisfactory ratings continued to operate. 
Approximately 6,000 motor carriers received only one compliance review during 
FYs 1995 through 1998, which was a safety rating of less than satisfactory. These 
motor carriers maintained the less than satisfactory safety rating as of 
September 30, 1998. For example in FY 1995, 1,870 motor carriers received a 
less than satisfactory rating. From October 1, 1994 through September 30, 1998, 
650 of those motor carriers have had 2,717 crashes resulting in 132 fatalities and 
2,288 injuries. The crash and inspection performance data for the motor carriers 
who received and maintained less than satisfactory ratings during FYs 1995 
through 1998 is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Crash and Inspection Performance Data on Motor Carriers That 
Received Less Than Satisfactory Ratings by FY* 

Motor Motor 
Carriers Carriers 

Motor With with 
FY Carriers Crashes Fatalities Injuries Drivers Vehicle 

00S 00S 
1995 1,870 2,717 132 2,288 1,458 1,408 
1996 1,841 3,004 137 2,687 1,401 1,413 
1997 588 704 30 660 329 328 
1998 1,675 1,348 82 1,108 781 622 

• The crash and inspection performance data began with the FY in which the motor carrier 
received the less than satisfactory rating. The roadside inspection out-of-service numbers 
include those motor carriers that exceeded the 1997 national averages of 8 percent for drivers 
and 25 percent for vehicles. 

Source: OMC Motor Carrier Management Information System 

High-Risk Motor Carriers Not Reviewed. The SafeStat System identifies and 
targets high-risk motor carriers for compliance reviews. Motor carriers ranked in 
SafeStat categories A & B are considered a high safety risk and are expected to 
receive the highest priority for a compliance review. SafeStat ranks motor carriers 
in eight categories, A through H. OMC's December 1997 policy stated 
compliance reviews must be completed on all SafeStat A & B motor carriers 
within five months. However, the Regional Director could waive this requirement 
if the motor carrier had received a compliance review within the previous 
12 months and an enforcement action was not initiated as a result of that 
compliance review. 

We reviewed the March 1998 SafeStat A & B lists and found 296 of 1,646 motor 
carriers did not receive a compliance review. Of the 296 motor carriers, 48 had 
received a compliance review in the previous year with no enforcement action 
initiated. Therefore, OMC did not complete a compliance review for the 
remaining 248 (15 percent) motor carriers required by its 1997 policy. 

Enforcement Cases Not Closed Timely. Open enforcement cases can affect 
selection of motor carriers for compliance reviews and penalties assessed. One 
selection criterion for SafeStat is past enforcement history. Since SafeStat 
considers only closed enforcement cases when targeting motor carriers for a 
compliance review, high-risk motor carriers may not be selected if they have an 
open enforcement case. 

In addition, the Uniform Fine Assessment program recommends smaller penalties 
for violators with open enforcement cases than with closed enforcement cases. 
Therefore, with a backlog of open enforcement cases, appropriate penalty amounts 
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in subsequent enforcement cases may not be assessed. The critical need to close 
enforcement cases is demonstrated by the fact that 71 of 127 motor carriers with 
three or more enforcement cases since FY 1995 have an open enforcement case. 

According to OMC records, as of November 1998, there was a backlog of 1,174 
enforcement cases that have remained open from 6 months to 8 years. Of the 
1,174 open cases, 543, or 46 percent, have been open for over 2 years. Figure 6 
presents the age of open enforcement cases. 

Figure 6. Open Enforcement Cases 

FY Open Over 2 
Opened Cases Years 
1990-94 183 183 

1995 139 139 
1996 209 209 
1997 252 12 
1998 391 0 
Total 1,174 543 

Source: OMC Motor Carrier Management Information System 

OMC policy states the Regional Program Manager is responsible for updating the 
computer-based tracking system. For a case to be closed in the enforcement 
database, a date has to be entered in specified fields. If a date is entered in the 
fields, the case is marked as closed with enforcement. During our visits to OMC 
Division and Region offices, we found the enforcement database listed open cases 
that should have been closed. For example, on April 15, 1998, one regional office 
received a motor carrier's check for the full penalty amount. The case file 
contained a copy of the check, but the enforcement database showed the case was 
still open as of November 30, 1998. Regardless of the reasons the enforcement 
cases were shown as open, procedures must be adequate to ensure that appropriate 
emphasis is given when determining high-risk carriers and when assessing 
penalties during subsequent enforcement cases. 

Performance Measure Does Not Focus on Reduced Fatalities 

The number of fatalities associated with commercial vehicle crashes increased by 
9 percent from 4,918 in 1995 to 5,355 in 1997. While the commercial vehicle 
fatality rate remained constant during the last 3 years, 437 more people were 
killed. Even so, the Department's outcome measure for commercial vehicle safety, 
established under the Government Performance and Results Act, is to reduce the 
fatality rate - not the absolute number of fatalities. The Department's FY 2000 
Performance Plan, released in February 1999, established a goal to reduce the rate 
of commercial vehicle-related fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles traveled 
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from 2.8 in 1997 to 2.5 in year 2000. However, this goal allows the number of 
fatalities to increase as the number of motor carriers and miles driven increases. 
Since 1995 the number of motor carriers increased by 36 percent ( or 118,228) 
from 329,375 to 447,603. The number of vehicle miles traveled increased 
7 percent to 191 billion per year. With the expected increase in the number of 
motor carriers and vehicle miles traveled, the Department's goal could be achieved 
even though fatalities could increase. 

While the Department's performance measure does not focus on reducing the 
number of commercial vehicle-related fatalities, FHW A's FY 2000 Performance 
Plan proposed a goal to reduce the number of fatalities involved in commercial 
motor vehicle crashes to 4,934 in year 2000. A strong enforcement program will 
provide FHW A with a greater likelihood of achieving this proposed goal. 

Figure 7 shows the magnitude of the fatalities and a general correlation between 
increased truck miles traveled and increased fatalities from crashes involving large 
trucks. 

Figure 7. Large Trucks Involved in Fatal Crashes, Fatalities Associated With Those Crashes and 

Large Truck Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) 
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Actions to Improve Motor Carrier Safety 

In accordance with the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
(ISTEA), OMC implemented the Performance and Registration Information 
Systems Management (PRISM) program. The PRISM program, formerly known 
as the Commercial Vehicle Information System (CVIS), was created by Congress 
as a 5-state6 pilot project to explore the potential of improving safety on the 
highways by linking a motor carrier's state commercial vehicle registrations to the 
safety of the motor carrier's operations. The intent of Congress, as stated in 
Section 4003 of ISTEA, was to achieve two purposes: (i) determine the safety 
fitness of a motor carrier prior to issuing license plates and (ii) cause the motor 
carrier to improve its safety performance through an improvement process and the 
application of registration sanctions if necessary. In 1998, Congress authorized 
additional funding through TEA-21 and directed FHWA to implement the PRISM 
program nationwide. Currently, six states are participating in the program and 
FHWA estimates the number will increase to 20 by the end of FY 2000. 

Conclusion 

OMC did not administer the mission of the Motor Carrier Safety Program as 
intended by Congress. OMC changed its focus on motor carrier safety from strong 
enforcement to a more collaborative approach to safety centering on education and 
partnering with the states and the motor carrier industry. This is a good approach 
for motor carriers that have safety as a top priority, but it has gone too far. It does 
not work effectively with firms that persist in violating safety rules and do not 
promptly take sustained corrective action. Strong enforcement with meaningful 
sanctions, including "shut down" orders in appropriate cases, is needed in these 
situations. OMC field personnel believe the current enforcement program is not 
an effective deterrent to violations of the safety regulations. Without a strong 
focus on enforcement, OMC cannot induce compliance with the regulations and 
cannot assure the number of commercial vehicle-related crashes will be reduced. 

Motor carriers with multiple enforcement actions continued to operate without 
paying fines. Repeat violators did not often receive stiffer enforcement actions to 
ensure compliance. In addition, OMC did not enforce most violations found 
during compliance reviews. Finally, OMC settled enforcement cases for amounts 
significantly less than originally assessed. Without an effective enforcement 
program, motor carriers will continue to use unsafe drivers and vehicles. 

6 The five states are Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, and Oregon. Pennsylvania began participation in 
January 1999. 
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OMC's oversight was not sufficiently effective and could be improved. Motor 
carriers who had less-than-satisfactory ratings over extended periods of time 
continued to operate. Effective oversight is necessary to ensure safety 
improvements are made and compliance with safety regulations is sustained. 

The Department's performance measure for motor carrier safety is not focused on 
reducing the number of fatalities involved in commercial vehicle crashes. While 
the Department's goal is to reduce the rate of fatalities involving commercial 
vehicle crashes, it allows the number of fatalities to increase as the number of 
motor carriers and miles driven increases. However, fatalities have increased by 
20 percent since 1992. Without a strong enforcement program to reverse this 
trend, FHW A has limited assurance it will achieve its goal. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the FHW A Administrator: 

1. Strengthen its enforcement policy by establishing written policy and operating 
procedures to take strong enforcement action against motor carriers with repeat 
violations of the same acute or critical regulation. Strong enforcement actions 
would include assessing fines at the statutory maximum amount, the issuance 
of compliance orders, not negotiating reduced assessments, and when 
necessary, placing motor carriers out of service. 

2. Remove all administrative restrictions on fines placed in the Uniform Fine 
Assessment program and increase the maximum fines to the level authorized 
by the Transportation Equity Act of the 21 st Century. 

3. Establish stiffer fines that cannot be considered a cost of doing business and, if 
necessary, seek appropriate legislation raising statutory penalty ceilings. 

4. Implement a procedure that removes the operating authority from motor 
carriers that fail to pay civil penalties within 90 days after final orders are 
issued or settlement agreements are completed. 

5. Establish criteria for determining when a motor carrier poses an imminent 
hazard. 

6. Require followup visit and monitoring of those motor carriers with a less-than 
satisfactory safety rating, at varying intervals, to ensure that safety 
improvements are sustained or if safety has deteriorated that appropriate 
sanctions are invoked. 
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7. Establish a control mechanism that requires written justification by the OMC 
State Director when compliance review of high-risk carriers are not performed. 

8. Establish a written policy and operating procedures that identify criteria and 
time frames for closing all enforcement cases, including the current backlog. 
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Finding B. Insufficient Data Impacts the Motor 
Carrier Safety Program 

OMC cannot identify all the high-risk motor carriers because its database is 
incomplete and inaccurate, and data entry is not timely. The extent of insufficient 
data is significant. The data deficiencies exist because data elements used in 
OMC's targeting system are not always included in its database, information 
specific to motor carriers and traffic violations are not coded or entered accurately 
in OMC's database, and the States delay in uploading crash data to the OMC 
database. As a result, OMC has no reasonable assurance that the motor carriers 
identified as high-risk motor carriers with the worst safety records represent all 
high-risk motor carriers. 

In addition, although 5,355 lives were lost in fatal crashes with commercial 
vehicles, the Department does not have information that identifies the causes of 
the crashes. Neither OMC nor the NHTSA databases contain information on crash 
causes or fault. The absence of causes and fault information for large truck 
crashes is because the data are not presently required by the OMC's or NHTSA's 
databases. The knowledge of causes of crashes would provide the Department 
opportunity to identify trends and focus its resources on eliminating these causes. 

System Used to Target High-Risk Motor Carriers 

Since March 1997, OMC has used the Safety Status Measurement System 
(SafeStat) to measure the safety fitness of motor carriers and to allocate resources 
to monitor unsafe motor carriers. This system is a significant improvement over 
past practices OMC used to determine which motor carriers should have a 
compliance review. SafeStat is an automated, data-driven analysis system 
designed to incorporate current safety related performance data such as crashes, 
results of roadside inspections, traffic citations, enforcement actions, and 
compliance reviews, which are contained in MCMIS. SafeStat continuously 
assesses the safety status of motor carriers. Biannually, SafeStat identifies high
risk motor carriers and prioritizes them for compliance reviews. 

Data Used by SafeStat. The data are maintained in MCMIS and the database 
sources include: 

1. Crash Data - accidents involving commercial motor vehicles provided 
by States from accident reports completed by state and local police 
officials according to standards prescribed by the National Governors 
Association. 
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2. Compliance Reviews - number and severity of violations found during 
compliance reviews, number of accidents recorded, and number of 
vehicle miles traveled in the 12 months preceding the date of the 
compliance review. The safety investigators that conduct the reviews 
enter this data. 

3. Closed Enforcement Cases - age of closed enforcement cases and the 
number of serious safety violations enforced. OMC personnel enter this 
information. 

4. Roadside Inspections - driver and vehicle out-of-service orders and 
moving traffic violations reported as a result of roadside inspections. 
The States report this information. 

5. Motor Carrier Census Data - the unique U.S. Department of 
Transportation identification number that is assigned to each motor 
carrier when operating authority is granted for interstate or hazardous 
material motor carriers, the number of commercial vehicles, and the 
number of drivers for a specific motor carrier. The motor carrier may 
provide this data when operating authority is obtained, when a 
compliance review is conducted, or when a motor carrier voluntarily 
updates its operating information. 

How SafeStat Works. Motor carriers are evaluated on four Safety Evaluation 
Areas, accident, driver, vehicle, and safety management. For the accident 
evaluation area the motor carrier's performance is compared to other motor 
carriers with comparable fleet size (based on the number of power units). Power 
units include owned and term-leased power units (tank, trucks, tractors, motor 
coaches, and school buses). For example, a medium-sized motor carrier will be 
compared to other medium-sized (21 to 100 vehicles) motor carriers. According 
to a November 1998 study by Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, "An 
Effectiveness Analysis of SafeStat," power units were chosen as a means of 
measuring risks and to normalize the crash data. The number of power units 
provides an estimate of the amount of time spent traveling when crashes can 
potentially occur. 

The first calculation for the accident evaluation area is the Accident Involvement 
Measure. Power units are used in the accident involvement measure. This weighs 
the age (0 to 6 months, 7 - 18 months, and 19 to 30 months) and the severity of the 
accident (towed, injury/fatality, hazardous materials released). The number of 
power units is the denominator for this measure. When the number of power units 
is zero the results for this measure is infinity. 

The second calculation in the accident evaluation area is the Accident Involvement 
Indicator, which uses the results of the Accident Involvement Measure. This 
indicator groups motor carriers based on the number of accidents. 
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SafeStat considers the accident history as the most important safety measure 
therefore, the accident area has twice the weight as the other evaluation areas in 
determining a motor carrier's safety ranking. A total SafeStat score for the motor 
carriers with the worst safety record is calculated by multiplying the accident 
evaluation area by two and the other areas by one, and totaling all four scores. 
Each evaluation area is calculated using various data, measures and indicators. 

Performance data that affect safety ranking and identification of high-risk carriers 
include crash data, results of roadside inspections, and traffic citations. Our 
analysis of MCMIS data and reports showed that: 

• less than 50 percent of the 1997 large truck fatal fatalities from 
NHTSA's Fatality Accident Reporting System matched crash records in 
MCMIS; 

• less than 40 percent of the crashes reported in FY 1997 could be 
identified to the motor carriers involved in the crashes; 

• less than 40 percent of the 447,603 motor carriers had roadside 
inspections during FY 1998; and 

• less than 60 percent of the traffic citations given to commercial drivers 
during roadside inspections in FY 1998 could be used for ranking 
purposes because serious traffic violations, such as speeding and 
reckless driving could not be distinguished from minor violations such 
as missing mud flaps. 

Figure 8 shows the number of motor carriers by fleet size that could be subjected 
to SafeStat if sufficient performance data were available. 

Figure 8: Motor Carriers by Fleet Size 

Motor Carrier Number of Motor 
Fleet Size Carriers 

Blank 76,730 
1-6 316,983 

7-20 37,327 
21-100 13,762 
> 100 2,801 
Total 447,603 

Source: OMC Motor Carrier Management 
Information System 
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Identifying High-Risk Motor Carriers. SafeStat uses performance data to 
categorize motor carriers with the worst safety records in Categories7 A and B. 
OMC policy states that motor carriers scored A or B are recommended for a 
compliance review. As a result of the September 1998 SafeStat ranking, 
1,724 motor carriers were identified in Categories A and B. For example, the 
number one motor carrier on the "A" list had a score of 475.94 (maximum of 500) 
and the number one motor carrier on the "B" list had a score of 299.09 (maximum 
of 300). Figure 9 shows the number of motor carriers by Region with sufficient 
performance data to be ranked in each SafeStat category in the September 1998 
SafeStat run. 

Figure 9: Number of Motor Carriers in Each SafeStat Category 

Region A B C D E F G Total 
1 37 132 465 186 830 2,705 192 4,447 
3 49 101 242 290 480 1,572 83 2,817 
4 124 362 964 661 2,176 2,520 220 7,027 
5 67 217 704 407 1,384 2,220 399 5,398 
6 48 147 939 212 1,644 2,094 249 5,333 
7 50 155 363 262 887 1,404 64 3,185 
8 24 74 252 104 713 705 143 2,015 
9 15 36 273 63 432 1,771 122 2,712 
10 12 74 237 125 385 1,269 106 2,208 
Total 426 1,298 4,439 2,310 8,931 16,260 1,578 35,242 

In addition, SafeStat had an additional 44,291 motor carriers that had acceptable 
scores (Category H) for the evaluation areas. 

Incomplete Data Hinders Identification of all High-Risk Motor 
Carriers 

SafeStat rankings that identify high-risk motor carriers are currently based on 
incomplete data. Based on our review of the MCMIS motor carrier census file as 
of November 1998, we determined that 126,455 motor carriers (about 28 percent 
of motor carriers) were listed as having no commercial vehicles and/or no drivers. 
Moreover, 71,145 (or 16 percent) had both data elements missing. The number of 

7 The categories identify the degree of risk by the highest score. Categories in descending value are 
Category A (all 4 evaluation areas or Accident plus two other areas, and in both cases each area has a score 
greater than 75); Category B (3 evaluation areas without Accident or Accident plus one area, and in both 
cases each area has a score greater than 75); Category C (2 evaluation areas other than Accident, each with 
a score greater than 75), Category D (Accident evaluation area only with a score greater than 75), 
Category E (Driver evaluation area only with a score greater than 75), Category F (Vehicle evaluation 
area only with a score greater than 75); and Category G (Safety Management area only with a score 
greater than 75); and Category H (no evaluation area with a score greater than 75). 
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commercial vehicles and drivers is used in SafeStat to compute the Accident 
Involvement Measure and to normalize crash and driver data. 

Another data element used is vehicle miles traveled, which is used in determining 
the recordable accident rate. However, this information is only updated during a 
compliance review. We also determined that only 127,275 (28 percent of 
447,603) motor carriers had a safety rating. Therefore, vehicle miles traveled 
may not be current and for the majority of motor carriers this information may not 
be available. We concluded that although the SafeStat system is an improvement 
for targeting high-risk motor carriers, incomplete data prevents it from identifying 
all the high-risk carriers. 

In November and December 1998, OMC sent letters to approximately 17,000 
motor carriers with no drivers or commercial vehicles in the MCMIS file in an 
attempt to obtain the missing data. However, OMC did not track to whom the 
letters were sent. According to OMC, 10,000 of these 17,000 motor carriers had 
one or more recorded crashes. 

While OMC implemented a data-driven targeting system, it did not aggressively 
pursue obtaining missing data. In our opinion, this data should be available. 
When motor carriers apply for operating authority and receive their U.S. DOT 
identification number and operating license, they should submit the number of 
commercial vehicles and drivers, and be required to provide periodic updates of 
this information including the vehicles miles traveled. Currently this is not 
required. Without this information OMC does not have reasonable assurance that 
all high-risk motor carriers have been identified. 

Under Reporting of Crashes. There are three crash databases, two managed by 
NHTSA-the Fatal Analysis Reporting System (FARS) collecting data only on 
fatalities, and the General Estimates System that provides only national estimates 
on crash, vehicle and occupant characteristics obtained from the police crash 
report for all police-reported crashes; and the MCMIS managed by OMC. The 
MCMIS Crash file contains data on fatalities, injuries and towaway crashes. We 
compared the FARS database to the MCMIS crash file and the results indicated 
that the number of fatal crashes involving large trucks in MCMIS is significantly 
understated. In 1998, NHTSA added the DOT motor carrier identification number 
as a data element in the FARS database which is a significant improvement for 
identifying motor carriers involved in fatal crashes. According to OMC for 1997, 
the States reported 96,585 large truck vehicles involved in crashes to the MCMIS 
crash file. The GES estimates that 155,000 large trucks met the reporting criteria 
and should have been reported to the MCMIS crash file. Therefore, 38 percent of 
the reportable crashes are not included in the MCMIS crash file. Due to the under 
reporting of crashes and the double weighting of accidents in SafeStat, we 
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concluded that the number of motor carriers with an accident evaluation area is 
understated and all high-risk motor carriers are not identified. 

Inaccurate Coding of Needed Data 
Driver information is important because research indicates that driver fatigue is a 
major factor in commercial vehicle crashes. A November 1998 study, by Volpe 
National Transportation Systems Center "An Effectiveness Analysis of SafeStat" 
states that the driver evaluation area is the next most effective area after the 
accident evaluation area to identify high-risk motor carriers. In SafeStat, the 
driver evaluation area uses the serious moving violations identified during a 
roadside inspection over the last 30 months as an indicator in ranking motor 
carriers. OMC determined that during FY 1998, the States reported 551,818 traffic 
enforcement citations given to drivers during roadside inspections, and 
314,281 (57 percent), were coded to general violation codes rather than to a 
specific violation. For example, California coded all of their 55,258 traffic 
citations to 392.2 "Local Laws". Therefore, SafeStat was unable to use this data 
for ranking purposes because serious violations were not properly coded. The 
specific codes for categorizing serious traffic violations are shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Serious Traffic Violations 
392.2C Failure to Obey Traffic Control Device 
392.2FC Followinq Too Closely 
392.2LC Improper Lane Chanqe 
392.2P Improper Passing 
392.2R Reckless Driving 
392.2S Speeding 
392.2T Improper Turn 
392.2Y Failure to Yield Right of Way 
392.4 Use or Possession of Drugs 
392.5 Use or Possession of Alcohol 

Using a general violation code, which combines serious traffic violations 
(speeding) with less serious or economic violations (missing mud flaps) impacts 
the accuracy of the driver evaluation area and prevents identification of all high
risk motor carriers. 

In addition, the Department of Transportation identification number is used in 
tracking performance data for motor carriers. In FY 1997, the MCMIS crash file 
contained over 40,000 motor carrier numbers with a default of "0000000" instead 
of a valid DOT identification number. The responsible States failed to enter the 
data properly when entering crashes. This impacts the SafeStat information for 
the identification of high-risk motor carriers and the targeting of motor carriers for 
roadside inspections. 
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Untimely Data Impacts SafeStat Rankings 

States did not always enter crash reports timely, which reduced the effectiveness 
of the SafeStat system in identifying motor carriers with recent crashes. The 
accident evaluation area includes crashes for the past 30 months. Depending on 
the crash date, they are given different weights in the SafeStat calculations. For 
example, if a crash occurs within the past six months prior to the SafeStat run date, 
it is assigned a weight three times more than if the crash occurred 18 months or 
longer. OMC requires the States to upload the crash data within 90 days of the 
crash date. We analyzed the Crash File and determined that during FY 1997, 
31 percent of the crashes were uploaded more than 180 days after the crash date. 
This delay in data entry is significant since the most current six-month period's 
crashes are the heaviest weighted. This delay has the potential of not identifying 
the high-risk motor carriers and therefore excluding the most at-risk motor carriers 
from recommendation for a compliance review. 

In 1998, OMC identified the Top Ten Crash Under Reporting States8
, and 

requested each State to determine specific reasons why the State was unable to 
achieve better crash reporting. As a result, 8 of the 10 states received grants for 
FY 1999 totaling $828,650 to improve their crash reporting. 

Data to Support Crash Causes and Fault Are Not Available 

Neither the FARS nor the MCMIS database identifies crash causes or fault 
information. Crash causes are important in the development of safety 
improvements to reduce fatalities. This specific information is currently not 
required. Related factors such as driver-related factors are available, which can 
point toward problem areas such as traffic violations issued at the scene of the 
crash. However, these related factors are not based on a comprehensive evaluation 
of the crash in an attempt to determine the cause. Over 5,300 lives were lost in 
1997 fatal crashes with large trucks, which warrants comprehensive evaluations of 
fatal crashes to identify the needed safety improvements. We recognize that it 
may not be practical to conduct comprehensive evaluations on all large truck 
crashes, and that a sampling plan might be more appropriate. 

Both NHTSA and OMC have compatible data needs and provide funds to the 
States to receive crash information. The data, provided by the States, are derived 
from the same state accident reporting form and are entered by two different state 

8 The Top Ten States were based on fatal large truck crashes in 1996. They included Arizona, California, 
Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Mexico, Ohio and Tennessee. 
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offices into OMC's and NHTSA's databases. Even though differences exist 
between the databases, there is opportunity for data standardization. 

Under MCSAP, OMC provides the states funds to collect safety performance data, 
these funds were significantly increased by the Transportation Equity Act for the 
21 st Century. The quality and timeliness of safety performance data is paramount 
in building and maintaining an information system that supports safety activities 
and provides the analytical foundation for future safety improvements. It is 
obvious from the ongoing initiatives that OMC is using technology to enhance its 
oversight and to improve safety. Without good data, it is difficult to identify 
technology enhancements that should be developed to improve motor carrier 
safety. OMC did not provide adequate emphasis to ensure the quality of the safety 
performance data entered into its centralized, Motor Carrier Management 
Information System. This centralized database provides data to other systems 
OMC deployed to enhance its oversight capability and to improve safety such as 
the SafeStat, the Performance and Registration Information Systems Management, 
and the Inspection Selection System. 

Other Data Initiatives 

SafeStat is also used in the six-state pilot program, Performance & Registration 
Information Systems Management that links motor carrier's safety fitness to state 
commercial vehicle registration. Using MCMIS data, SafeStat identifies and 
monitors motor carriers that are poor performers. Motor carriers who do not 
improve their safety performance may have their commercial vehicle registrations 
suspended or revoked. In addition, another new system implemented by OMC, 
the Inspection Selection System, relies on SafeStat data. This system is designed 
to target drivers and vehicles for roadside inspections based on the safety fitness of 
the responsible motor carrier. However, all of these systems rely on the data that 
are entered into the MCMIS. Therefore, it is imperative that complete, accurate, 
and timely data be obtained to enhance the Motor Carrier Safety Program. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the FHW A Administrator aggressively pursue obtaining 
quality performance data to identify high-risk motor carriers and to develop crash 
safety improvements to decrease the number of fatalities. Specifically, we 
recommend that the FHW A Administrator: 

1. Require applicants requesting operating authority to provide the number of 
commercial vehicles they operate and the number of drivers they employ and 
require all motor carriers to periodically update this information. 
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2. Revise the grant formula and provide incentives through the Motor Carrier 
Safety Assistance Program grants for States to provide accurate, complete and 
timely commercial vehicle crash reports, vehicle and driver inspection reports 
and traffic violation data. 

3. Withhold funds from the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program grants for 
those States that continue to report inaccurate, incomplete and untimely 
commercial vehicle crash data, vehicle and driver inspection data and traffic 
violation data within a reasonable notification period such as one year. 

4. Initiate a program to train local enforcement agencies for reporting of crash, 
roadside inspection data including associated traffic violations. 

5. Standardize OMC and NHTSA crash data requirements, crash data collection 
procedures, and reports. 

6. Obtain and analyze crash causes and fault data as a result of comprehensive 
crash evaluations to identify safety improvements. 
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Finding C. Organizational Placement of the Office of 
Motor Carriers 

Our greatest concern with the current organizational placement of the motor 
carrier oversight program in FHW A is whether safety can receive the priority it 
needs in an agency whose primary mission is investing billions of dollars in 
highway and bridge infrastructure. Also, a recent OIG investigation reported that 
OMC's senior leadership has not always maintained an "arm's-length" relationship 
with the motor carrier industry they were responsible for regulating, calling into 
question the credibility of OMC's leadership. The reduced effectiveness of the 
Motor Carrier Safety Program, as discussed in Findings A and B, and the results of 
the recent OIG investigation shows that improvements are needed in the 
management of the program. 

In order to improve the effectiveness of OMC, 37 percent of the OMC safety 
workforce who responded to our survey stated that a separate administration was 
needed. Also, in response to a specific question about moving OMC to NHTSA, 
48 percent moderately to strongly favored the move. Regardless of where the 
motor carrier organization is placed, the organization will require strong 
leadership, a very high focus on safety and strong enforcement to reduce fatalities, 
and management willing and supportive of strong sanctions such as issuing shut 
down orders when warranted. 

Concerns Over Placement of OMC Are Longstanding 

The debate over the proper placement of OMC is not new. In 1966 various 
transportation programs were combined into the Department of Transportation 
(DOT). At that time, there was considerable debate over whether the Bureau of 
Motor Carrier Safety should remain in the Interstate Commerce Commission 
(ICC) or be moved to DOT. The Congressional concerns centered on the fact that 
(1) too few trucks were being inspected, (2) too many inspected trucks 
(33 percent) were placed out of service, and (3) driver fatigue was a major factor 
in many accidents. The concerns are similar in 1999. The national average for 
out-of-service vehicles in 1997 was 25 percent, as compared to 33 percent over 
30 years ago. 

Congress determined that to increase the safety effectiveness of the Bureau of 
Motor Carriers, it had to be removed from the ICC. The legislature hearing record 
states there is an urgent need to centralize authority over all vehicles and drivers to 
deal with highway safety and accident prevention. As a result, the Bureau of 
Motor Carriers was placed in FHW A. 
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In 1987 Senator Ernest Hollings, Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, 
introduced a bill to establish a Motor Carrier Administration within DOT to 
promote organizational efficiency and enhance the effectiveness of motor carrier 
safety. The bill had 19 co-sponsors from both parties. The Administration and the 
Secretary of Transportation opposed the legislation, which failed. However, the 
Secretary of Transportation did reorganize motor carrier responsibilities by 
creating the Office of Motor Carriers within the FHW A. 

Last year the House Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee recommended 
that OMC be transferred from FHW A to NHTSA. The subcommittee 
recommended this transfer because of the increase in truck-related fatalities, 
concerns of the OMC workforce, and a concern that OMC did not maintain a 
sufficient "arm's-length" relationship with the industry it regulated. The proposal 
was not enacted. Regardless of where the motor carrier safety mission is 
organizationally placed, the organization responsible must have the leadership, 
direction, and dedication to improve safety. 

OMC Needs Leadership and FHW A's Priority Attention 

FHW A did not provide OMC the degree of leadership and management attention 
needed to ensure that an effective oversight program was in place for the motor 
carrier industry. OMC, as of the end of our audit, continued to be ineffective in 
performing the motor carrier safety mission as shown in Findings A and B of this 
report. Also, actions by OMC's senior leadership indicated that an "arms-length" 
relationship did not always exist with the motor carrier industry it is responsible 
for overseeing. 

A Report of Investigation by the OIG concluded that senior OMC managers had 
an improper and inappropriate relationship with the motor carrier industry. During 
the OIG investigation, senior OMC officials said they could not recall the details 
of their conversations with the motor carrier industry. The relationship between 
OMC and the motor carrier industry it oversees coupled with the non-supportive 
attitude shown by OMC senior management officials during the OIG 
investigation, provides keen insight into the lack of leadership and the 
management environment and culture that existed within OMC. 

Maintaining an "arm's-length" relationship is critical for any enforcement agency, 
yet the right type of new leadership can change direction and restore credibility 
over time. In this regard, we note that the Federal Highway Administrator recently 
changed the top leadership in OMC. 
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FHWA's Focus is Investing and Distributing Funds 

FHW A's mission is primarily directed toward surface infrastructure development, 
including distribution and management of $22 billion of grants annually. This 
mission demands and deserves a significant amount of senior management 
attention within FHW A. 

DOT's primary goal is safety. DOT's FY 2000 Performance Plan cites 
1 7 performance goals including reducing large truck fatality and injury rates. 
These rates are based on fatalities and injuries per 100 million vehicle miles 
traveled. A more appropriate goal is to reduce the absolute number of fatalities 
and injuries resulting from crashes involving large trucks. Even with a stabilized 
rate of fatalities, the absolute number of individuals killed in crashes involving 
large trucks has increased each of the last 3 years for which the Department has 
fatality data. 

In 1997, over 5,300 lives were lost in large truck crashes. The Department would 
not accept that scenario in the aviation or the rail modes, and it must not accept it 
for large trucks. FHW A did propose a goal in its FY 2000 Performance Plan to 
reduce commercial vehicle-related fatalities to 4,934. 

FHW A's Restructuring Plan 

FHW A officials believe the restructuring of FHW A will strengthen the Motor 
Carrier Safety Program. FHWA's headquarters organization included five core 
business areas: (1) Infrastructure, (2) Operations, (3) Environment and Planning, 
( 4) Motor Carrier and Highway Safety, and (5) Federal Land Highways. The 
headquarters restructuring focused on FHWA's strategic goals and objectives, and 
the restructured organization calls for headquarters to provide technical services 
and increased emphasis in the five core business areas to its field operations. 

The restructuring also eliminated nine regional offices and replaced them with 
four Resource Centers, effective October 1, 1998. The Resource Centers are to 
provide, through OMC's State Division Offices, a wide range of guidance and 
expert assistance. However, based on information provided, this assistance will be 
provided only if requested by the State offices. 

As a result of the restructuring, OMC's State Division Offices, will have the 
primary role and authority for front-line program delivery to state transportation 
departments, metropolitan planning organizations, local government, and other 
partners and customers responsible for providing highway transportation and 
safety services. 
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Since the restructuring was not completed during our review, we could not make 
any tests to determine the effectiveness of the new organization. However, we 
found that the Resource Centers and OMC State Division Offices had not received 
definitive guidance on their responsibilities. OMC State Division Offices were 
given program authority over the OMC's operations; however, OMC State 
Division officials said they are stretched to the limit and did not have sufficient 
staff. Without proper resources and definitive guidance on the responsibilities of 
the Resource Centers and OMC State Division Offices, these offices will not 
operate effectively. 

Safety Personnel 

Even though the number of interstate carriers is increasing, the number of Federal 
safety investigators who perform compliance reviews, and the number of 
compliance reviews conducted, is decreasing. In FY 1998, OMC safety 
investigators completed approximately 4,400 compliance reviews ( an average of 
fewer than 2 compliance reviews per month per safety investigator). The OMC 
operating budget increased from $40 million in FY 1991 to $53 million in FY 
1999. However, the number of OMC safety investigators peaked at 348 in 1991, 
but has steadily declined to an estimated 260 in 1998. At the same time, OMC has 
increased from 618 employees to about 670 employees. 

As part of its safety program, OMC provides grants to States under the Motor 
Carrier Safety Assistance Program (MCSAP). This program was initially funded 
at $8 million in FY 1984; MCSAP funding increased to $90 million in FY 1999. 
MCSAP provides resources to States to augment the OMC safety workforce. 

The responses to our survey showed that when OMC personnel vacated positions 
in a State Division Office, they were not replaced. With the growth of the motor 
carrier industry and safety being the number one priority in the Department, it is 
imperative that safety positions be filled. Not filling safety positions indicates 
motor carrier safety is not receiving the priority it needs. Thus, we concluded that 
FHW A has not provided the support and management attention needed to the 
Motor Carrier Safety Program. 

Alternatives for Placement of OMC 

There are no clear-cut answers as to whether the motor carrier safety function 
would be discharged more effectively if it were transferred from FHW A to an 
existing or new DOT organization. Regardless of where the motor carrier safety 
function is placed organizationally, strong enforcement action, including "shut 
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down" orders in appropriate cases, will be necessary for significant violations, 
repeat violators, and motor carriers who have unsatisfactory safety ratings. 

A range of organizational options exists, including combining the motor carrier 
safety function with the NHTSA, creating a new agency dedicated to motor carrier 
safety, combining the Department's surface safety functions in a new multi-modal 
Surface Transportation Safety Agency, or keeping OMC in the Federal Highway 
Administration. There are pros and cons to each option; none is a panacea. 

Federal Highway Administration. Since FHWA's main focus is on 
infrastructure development and funding, the motor carrier safety program, under 
FHW A, may not receive the priority it needs. Also, the credibility of OMC has 
been significantly harmed by the recent disclosure that its most senior managers 
did not always have an arm's-length relationship with the industry it was 
responsible for overseeing. This does not mean that motor carrier safety cannot be 
effectively managed within FHW A, but doing so will require a very strong effort 
to ensure that motor carrier safety is not subordinated to infrastructure investment 
in terms of emphasis and attention. If given a high level of attention, proper 
leadership, and a sense of urgency, the stability achieved by leaving the Motor 
Carrier Safety Program in the FHW A organizational structure could bring about 
the necessary changes faster than if an organizational change were made. 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The Chairman, House 
Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee has suggested an alternative to place 
the OMC under the direction of the NHTSA. The primary mission of both the 
organizations is to reduce fatalities and injuries on the Nation's roadways. 

NHTSA is a centralized organization with the majority of its workforce in 
Washington, D.C. This contrasts with the motor carrier mission, which has most 
of its resources in the field. NHTSA's primary role is to oversee manufacturers of 
passenger and commercial vehicles, and safety features of those vehicles. 
NHTSA's enforcement program does not apply to operator safety. Consequently, 
NHTSA does not deal with the same type and magnitude of enforcement issues as 
does OMC. 

NHTSA conducts enforcement to ensure that vehicles manufactured, including 
trucks and motor coaches, comply with Federal safety regulations, and initiates 
defect investigation and safety recalls to remove unsafe vehicles from the 
highways. However, NHTSA does not have the statutory or operating experience 
in conducting the type of compliance reviews and inspections, which OMC 
performs under its oversight of the motor carrier industry. The majority of 
NHTSA's staff (550 of 635 employees) are located at the Headquarters in 
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Washington D.C., while the majority of OMC's staff (489 of 664 employees) are 
located in the field at the four Resource Centers or the State Division Offices. 

Our survey of OMC staff disclosed for the proposed transfer to NHTSA, that 
48 percent moderately to strongly favored it, 32 percent neither favored nor 
opposed it, and only 20 percent voiced opposition. However, when OMC State 
Division Office personnel were questioned during our field visits, they registered 
concern that NHTSA would require OMC personnel to perform some of 
NHTSA's outreach tasks resulting in the State Division Offices continuing to take 
a back seat to another organization. NHTSA officials stated, if OMC were 
transferred to NHTSA, that additional resources would be needed to provide 
adequate administrative oversight for the OMC employees. 

Surface Transportation Safety Administration. A separate surface safety 
organization conceptually has appeal because its sole mission would be safety and 
it would have the ability to examine issues such as operator fatigue across all 
modes of transportation. Also, resources would be dedicated to safety and could 
quickly be realigned if necessary. This concept was proposed by DOT in the early 
1990 's but was not adopted. Establishing a surface safety organization would 
most likely be the most costly option, and it would cause significant disruption to 
DOT's safety program because of the time it would take to establish an effective 
structure. A surface safety organization would incorporate some functions from 
FHWA, NHTSA, Federal Railroad Administration, Federal Transit 
Administration, and Research and Special Programs Administration. Having one 
organization responsible for the entire safety mission and focused on the 
Department' s primary goal of improving safety, would emphasize DOT's high 
priority to its safety mission and minimize criticism of having close relationships 
with industries it had responsibility to oversee. 

This proposal was made by National Academy of Public Administration in their 
report Organizing the Administration of Surface Transportation Policies and 
Programs to Meet National Needs dated August 1991. The Academy's Panel on 
Surface Transportation Organization wanted to know whether changes could be 
made in DOT's organization for meeting national needs and improving safety. 
This would better equip DOT to manage surface transportation in the future. The 
Academy recommended that DOT should propose and Congress should create a 
Surface Safety Administration. 

The establishment of a Surface Safety Administration would consolidate all 
surface safety functions under one Administration with its primary mission being 
the enforcement of safety in the Department. This organization would focus its 
resources on safety issues, provide a direct conduit to the Secretary on all surface 
safety problems, and exert a significant impact on achieving the Department's 
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primary goal to improve safety. In addition, the organization would identify and 
prioritize safety requirements and the funding needed to complete these 
requirements without competing with other program issues. 

The establishment of a Surface Safety Administration would initially be disruptive 
to the safety missions of the organizations involved due to the time and cost 
involved in establishing the new organization. In addition, DOT did not accept 
this concept when presented by the National Academy of Public Administration in 
their August 1991 report, it could meet the same resistance today. 

Office of Motor Carrier Safety Administration. A new motor carrier safety 
administration would require additional costs and cause disruptions as described 
above for the surface safety organization, but to a lesser degree. Only FHW A 
would be impacted by this change. This organizational structure has appeal to the 
motor carrier industry because motor carriers would have a dedicated agency like 
the other transportation modes, and this would reinforce their stature. Safety 
improvements within the motor carrier industry would be its primary mission. 
Unless visible improvements in safety were achieved and a strong enforcement 
program adopted, critics would question the organization's closeness to industry. 

This safety administration would focus solely on the operations of motor carriers 
with a clearly defined mission that should achieve real reductions in fatalities and 
injuries associated with large trucks. This would be accomplished by focusing on 
the investigative/enforcement functions that would identify and react to unsafe 
practices and motor carriers. 

The Office of Motor Carrier Safety Administration would provide a direct conduit 
to the Secretary on motor carrier safety problems and exert a significant impact in 
the continuing quest for improved safety in the motor carrier industry. The 
disruption of staff would be minimized because the investigative/enforcement 
structure is already in place at the State Division Offices. However, additional 
staff may be needed at headquarters to administratively support the new 
organization. 

A separate organization for motor carrier safety would not compete with other 
missions. In the Federal Highway Administration, the majority of the attention is 
focused on managing Federal-Aid Highway funds. TEA-21 authorized for Title I 
Federal-Aid Highway funds totaling $170 billion, while Title IV Motor Carrier 
Safety funds total $644 million during FYs 1998 through 2003. Clearly, FHWA 
devotes the majority of their resources to oversight of the Federal-Aid Highway 
program. 
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Our survey of Office of Motor Carrier personnel disclosed that 3 7 percent of the 
respondents favored a separate administration for motor carrier operations. In 
addition, the American Trucking Associations also favor a separate organization 
for motor carriers. 

Conclusion 

Regardless of where the motor carrier organization is placed, the organization will 
require strong leadership, a very high focus on safety and strong enforcement to 
reduce fatalities, and management willing and supportive of strong sanctions such 
as issuing shut down orders when warranted. 

Considering the range of options, the two most viable and practical are leaving the 
motor carrier safety function in the Highway Administration or creating a Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration dedicated to motor carrier safety. The principal 
drawback to the NHTSA option is that NHTSA's mission, though dedicated to 
safety, is heavily focused on regulating the manufacture of vehicles. NHTSA has 
no experience regulating and enforcing the safety of operating trucking companies 
and their drivers. The Surface Transportation Safety Administration, while 
appealing in concept, would be the most complex and disruptive to establish. 
Large pieces of five Department of Transportation agencies would have to be 
removed from their present organization and merged into one to form the new 
organization. 

One approach available to the Secretary and the Congress is to base the decision 
on whether a Motor Carrier Safety Administration is necessary on FHWA's 
commitment and expeditious implementation of action needed to substantially 
strengthen enforcement. The Highway Administration's comments on this report 
make such a pledge. If Congress and the Administration decide on this approach, 
the measure of success should be bottom-line improvements in motor carrier 
safety and a one-year timeline should be set to judge the agency's progress and 
make the final decision. 

However, based on our work, together with a nearly 30-year history of 
congressional and public calls for strengthening motor carrier safety, we 
increasingly are of the view that it would be in the long term interests of public 
safety to create a Motor Carrier Safety Administration. The simple fact is that 
under the current organizational arrangement, motor carrier safety necessarily will 
compete for leadership attention and emphasis with the legitimate, if not primary, 
Highway Administration mission of investing over $20 billion annually in 
highways and bridges. In light of the increasing number of fatalities associated 
with large trucks, demand for truck drivers and enormous industry growth in the 
last few years, the safety challenge will be larger and more urgent. This situation 
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justifies an agency with a clear, preeminent safety mission, free of the need to 
compete with other very important transportation department missions. 

We also are troubled by the fact that it has taken so long for the Highway 
Administration to recognize, as it does in comments on this report, that the 
pendulum has swung too far away from enforcement of safety rules. Also, almost 
a year ago, TEA-21 was enacted, which provided additional enforcement authority 
to the Highway Administration, yet those mandates have not been implemented. 
The Highway Administration now says it will move to do this immediately and 
improve the safety program, but this is occurring on the heels of and with 
prompting by multiple congressional hearings, adverse findings by the DOT 
Inspector General, the General Accounting Office, and the National 
Transportation Safety Board. 

We hope the Highway Administration's commitments to change are followed 
through on with a sense of urgency and made permanent, as this would save many 
lives on our highways, prevent injuries, and avoid economic loss. In our opinion, 
the likelihood of this occurring would increase if the leadership and charter of the 
agency responsible for motor carrier safety had motor carrier safety as its 
exclusive and unambiguous mission, together with a strong safety enforcement 
program. 

However, it should be recognized that unless visible improvements in safety were 
achieved and a strong enforcement program adopted, critics would question the 
new Motor Carrier Safety Administration's closeness to industry, just as they do 
with the current Office of Motor Carriers. It is pointless to make an organizational 
change if only the chairs from one agency are shifted to another or by simply 
changing the organization's name. 
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Management Position and Office of Inspector General 
Comments 

The Department agreed, in an April 14, 1999, memorandum to FHWA, to revise 
the motor carrier safety goal in its FY 2000 performance plan to reduce the 
number of fatalities . The change is to be printed in the Department's revised 
final performance plan, which is expected to be published within 30 days after 
FY 2000 appropriations are enacted. 

In its reply, FHWA said: "We consider many of the recommendations to be 
constructive and have actions underway to address them. In other cases, we have 
proposed alternative actions. However, we do have a different view of some of 
the analysis described in the report and we believe you may have overlooked some 
pertinent facts." Notwithstanding some differences, FHW A acknowledged that 
the enforcement program can be improved, more compliance reviews are needed, 
higher penalties can be used to induce compliance, and data improvements are 
necessary. FHWA recognized improvements are needed and said it had taken 
steps towards this goal. The FHW A response in its entirety is at Exhibit F. 
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Imminent Hazard 

Large Truck 

Compliance Reviews 

Satisfactory Rating 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

EXHIBIT A 
Page 1 of 2 

Imminent Hazard is defined as any condition of a 
vehicle, employee, or commercial motor vehicle 
operations that is likely to result in serious injury or 
death if not discontinued immediately. 

A "large truck" is defined by National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) as having a 
manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating over 10,000 
pounds. Office of Motor Carriers defines a "large 
truck" similar to NHTSA, but adds it must have at 
least six tires. For purposes of our analyses, large 
trucks typically exceed a gross vehicle weight rating of 
26,000 pounds. 

Compliance reviews are examinations of motor carrier 
operations to determine whether a motor carrier meets 
the safety fitness standard. The review includes driver 
qualifications, possessions of commercial driver's 
license, driver's hours of service, maintenance and 
inspection procedures and records, financial 
responsibility (insurance) involvement in crashes, 
handling of hazardous materials, and other safety and 
transportation records. Based on the review, a safety 
fitness rating is assigned of either satisfactory, 
conditional, or unsatisfactory. 

A satisfactory rating means that a motor carrier has 
adequate safety management controls in place to 
ensure compliance with safety requirements to reduce 
the risk associated with commercial drivers license 
violations, inadequate insurance, use of unqualified 
drivers, improper use and driving of vehicles, 
operation of unsafe vehicles, failure to maintain crash 
registers and crash reports, use of fatigued drivers, and 
inadequate inspection, repair, and maintenance of 
vehicles. 
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Conditional Rating 

Unsatisfactory 
Rating 

Safety Status 
Measurement System 
(SafeStat) 

Placards 

Crash Related Factors 

EXHIBIT A 
Page 2 of 2 

A conditional rating means a motor carrier does not 
have adequate safety management controls to ensure 
acceptable compliance with the safety fitness standard 
that could result in the occurrences listed under a 
satisfactory rating. 

An unsatisfactory rating means a motor carrier does 
not have adequate safety management controls to 
ensure acceptable compliance with the safety fitness 
standard, which has resulted in the occurrences 
listed in a satisfactory rating. 

SafeStat is an automated, data-driven analysis system 
designed to incorporate current safety performance 
data such as crashes, roadside inspections of drivers 
and trucks, drivers' traffic citations, enforcement 
actions, and compliance reviews which are contained 
in the OMC Motor Carrier Management Information 
System. SafeStat is used to quantify and measure the 
safety fitness of motor carriers. 

Placards are symbols that are placed on the ends and 
sides of motor vehicles and freight containers 
indicating the hazards of the cargo. Placarding is the 
joint responsibility of shippers and motor carriers. 
Placard designs and rules for providing and affixing 
placards are specified by 49 Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 172.504(b ). 

Crash related factors does not mean fault or crash 
cause. They represent the judgment of the officer at 
the crash scene and are not based on a comprehensive 
evaluation of the crash. The Fatality Analysis 
Reporting System maintained by NHTSA provides for 
91 different driver-related factors, and up to 4 driver
related factors can be entered for each driver involved 
in a crash. For example driving too fast, 
drowsy/asleep, and making an improper tum. 
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EXHIBITB 
Page 1 of 5 

SURVEY OF OFFICE OF MOTOR CARRIER DIVISION PERSONNEL1 

1. Are you currently a GS/GM-2123 or GS/GM-2125 with the Office of Motor Carriers? 

2123 174 
2125 72 

Unknown 10 
TOTAL 256 

73% 

Safety Investigators, and Program Specialists 
Program Specialists, and State Directors 
Used in TOTAL calculation 
Eligible 
respondents 
Adjusted response rate (excluding ineligibles) 

2. How long have you been with OMC? 
2123 8.5 Yrs. Average 
2125 14.2 Yrs Average 

3. During a typical month, what percentage of your work time do you spend on the following 
activities? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Compliance reviews 37.49% 4.89% 27.37% 
Enforcement activities 12.70% 4.04% 10.14% 
Administrative duties 14.06% 19.37% 15.57% 
Monitoring programs 6.30% 23.30% 11.47% 
Outreach 4.99% 3.57% 4.47% 
Attending meetings/seminars 4.15% 9.38% 5.64% 
Speaking to 2.84% 3.17% 2.88% 
associations/truckinQ companies 
Roadside inspections 3.79% 0.26% 3.24% 
Reviewing investigators' 2.50% 6.23% 3.68% 
compliance reviews 
Training (attending) 2.09% 2.24% 2.31% 
Training (conducting) 1.76% 2.21% 1.97% 
Supervising investigators 1.43% 15.40% 5.38% 
Accident investigations 1.41% 0.99% 1.28% 
Other 4.49% 4.95% 4.60% 

4. Prior to the reorganization into four Virtual Resource Centers, there were nine Regional Offices. 
Which region did you work in before the reorganization? ( Regions number 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10) 

TOTAL 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

12.20% 8.90% 19.50% 15.90% 14.20% 8.10% 6.50% 8.10% 6.50% 

1 Totals include additional respondents for whom job series was unknown. 
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5. How do you usually select carriers for compliance reviews? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Assigned to me 38% 13.64% 35.00% 
Regular review cycle 0.67% 0% 0.60% 
Complaint 1.33% 4.55% 1.70% 
Accident 0% 4.55% 0.60% 
Time since last review 0% 0% 0% 
SafeStat scores 55.33% 72.73% 57.10% 
Other 4.67% 4.55% 5.10% 

6. In general, when do you conduct follow-up compliance reviews? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Within 6 months 10.39% 4.55% 10.40% 
Within 12 months 16.88% 4.55% 14.80% 
After a complaint 0.65% 0% 0.50% 
After an accident 0% 4.55% 0.50% 
SafeStat scores 51 .30% 63.64% 52.70% 
Never 2.60% 4.55% 2.70% 
Other 18.18% 18.18% 18.10% 

EXHIBITB 
Page 2 of 5 

Questions 5 and 6 exclude 
respondents who do not 
perform compliance reviews. 

7. After a compliance review is completed and an enforcement action is sent forward, how often do 
you find out the final disposition (i.e., the recommended penalty was paid, a reduced penalty was 
negotiated, the action was dropped)? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Rarely or never 26.90% 12.68% 22.30% 
Sometimes 24.56% 18.31% 22.70% 
About half the time 7.60% 7.04% 7.20% 
Most of the time 21 .64% 21 .13% 21 .50% 
Always or almost always 19.30% 40.85% 26.30% 

8. Where are decisions to drop enforcement actions usually made? At the Division Office, the 
Resource Centers/Regional Office, or Headquarters (i.e., DOT Washington)? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Usually at Division Office 32.74% 29.85% 32.80% 
Usually Resource Ctr/Reg Off 52.98% 50.75% 51 .20% 
Usually at Headquarters 4.76% 13.43% 7.00% 
Don't know 9.52% 5.97% 9.00% 
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9. Are you familiar with the DOT Office of Inspector General's program to criminally 
prosecute carriers? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
[Yes 86.71% 94.44% 89.00% 
jNo 13.29% 5.56% 11 .00% 

10. How would you rate the quality of the compliance reviews being conducted today compared 
to the compliance reviews being conducted when you joined OMC? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Much better than when I joined 41 .18% 33.80% 38.60% 
Somewhat better 27.06% 25.35% 26.10% 
About the same 20.59% 21.13% 21 .70% 
Worse than when I joined 6.47% 12.68% 8.40% 
Much worse than when I joined 4.71% 7.04% 5.20% 

11. Overall, how would you rate the OMC enforcement program? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Excellent 4.62% 2.82% 4.00% 
Very good 16.18% 12.68% 15.00% 
Good 33.53% 36.62% 34.40% 
Fair 29.48% 29.58% 30.40% 
Poor 16.18% 18.31% 16.20% 

12. How much impact do you think each of the following changes to the OMC operation would 
have on OMC's effectiveness? (The following were rated as making OMC moderately to much 
more effective.) Each respondent had the opportunity to rate seven separate actions. 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Put unsafe carriers out-of-service 93.06% 98.59% 94.90% 
Larger fines for repeat offenders 88.31% 93.05% 90.10% 
More enforcement actions 86.04% 87.50% 86.50% 
More compliance reviews 67.06% 75.00% 69.70% 
Larger fines for first time 48.24% 50.00% 50.60% 
offenders 
More roadside inspections 41.28% 23.61% 36.80% 
Consistent fines* 30.77% 34.28% 32.20% 

* Same dollar fine regardless of carriers size. 
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13. What policy and/or procedural changes do you think would make OMC most effective? 
(Narrative responses fell into 30 categories/subcategories. Of all responses, the most frequently 
suggested changes are shown below. Because respondents could suggest more than one 
change, the percentages in the table reflect the total number of answers, rather than the number of 
respondents.) The following account for over 40 percent of the coded responses. 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Management issues 14.05% 9.41% 12.60% 
Return to enforcement agency 7.57% 16.47% 10.50% 
More compliance reviews 8.11% 9.41% 8.30% 
Repeat offenders out-of-service 8.11% 2.35% 6.50% 
Other enforcement actions 5.41% 8.24% 6.10% 

14. What is your opinion about moving OMC from FHWA to NHTSA? Are you ... 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Strongly in favor 27.06% 23.53% 25.20% 
Moderately in favor 19.41% 30.88% 22.40% 

Neither in favor nor opposed 32.94% 25.00% 32.10% 
Moderately opposed 7.06% 14.71% 8.90% 
Strongly opposed 13.53% 5.88% 11.40% 

15. Beside moving OMC from FHWA to NHTSA, what other options to improve OMC's 
effectiveness should be considered? Of all the responses, the most frequently suggested options 
are shown below. 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Separate agency 31 .58% 47.44% 37.30% 
Better enforcement 21.05% 11 .54% 18.20% 
Change structure 17.76% 21 .79% 18.60% 

16. During the past four years, how many investigators do you personally know of who have left 
OMC? 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
0 12 0 12 
1 - 5 66 29 99 
6 - 10 58 24 86 
11 - 15 18 7 26 
More than 11 5 15 9 24 
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17. What would you say are the main reasons that investigators have left OMC? 

EXHIBIT B 
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(Will sum to more than 100% because respondents were asked to mark all choices that apply.) 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Advancement opportunities 76.25% 91 .55% 80.80% 
OMC leadership 63.75% 70.42% 65.80% 
OMC policiies 49.38% 61 .97% 53.80% 
Change of work 34.38% 33.80% 33.80% 
Conflicts with management 26.25% 23.94% 25.00% 
Geographical change 16.25% 21 .13% 17.10% 
Dislike work 15.00% 9.86% 12.90% 
Conflicts with co-workers 5.63% 4.23% 5.00% 
Other 14.38% 25.35% 17.90% 

18. In general, how would you rate the safety for trucking (i.e., trucks are maintained properly and 
driven safely). Would you say trucking safety is ... 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Excellent 0.58% 0.00% 0.80% 
Very good 16.86% 13.04% 15.60% 
Good 44.77% 62.32% 49.60% 
Fair 32.56% 18.84% 28.80% 
Poor 5.23% 5.80% 5.20% 

19. What is the biggest problem you face in trying to accomplish your job? 
(Of all the riesponses, the most frequent problems are shown below.) 

2123 2125 TOTAL 
Lack of dirnction-Headquarters 10.07% 16.92% 12.10% 
Not enough safety investigators 8.72% 20.00% 12.60% 
Personal issues 18.79% 12.31% 16.60% 

PERCENTAGES ARE BASED ON THE NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WHO ANSWERED 
EACH QUESTION. 
PERCENTAGES MAY NOT TOTAL 100% DUE TO ROUNDING. 
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PRIOR COVERAGE 

Prior Audit Reports 
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Office of Inspector General, Motor Carrier Safety Program for Commercial 
Trucks at U.S. Borders (Report No. TR-1999-034) 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued Audit Report No. TR-1999-034 in 
December 1998; Motor Carrier Safety Program for Commercial Trucks at U.S. 
Borders. The audit objective was to determine if FHWA had plans to accomplish 
inspections or otherwise ensure that commercial trucks entering the United States 
were safe and drivers were qualified. The audit concluded that greater 
involvement and leadership from the Federal level was needed to implement 
cross-border provisions and to ensure that safety was not compromised. In the 
near term additional inspectors and inspection facilities were needed at the 
Mexican border to establish sufficient safeguards for truck safety. 

The OIG made recommendations to the Office of the Secretary and the Federal 
Highway Administrator to: (i) expedite the process for issuing and finalizing the 
proposed rule changes for granting Mexican motor carriers operating authority 
under NAFTA, and oversight of such authority; (ii) develop a Department of 
Transporilation identification number that will distinguish between Mexican trucks 
granted authority to conduct long-haul operations and those restricted to 
commercial-zone operations; (iii) allocate the funds needed to adequately staff the 
border-crossing alternative (selected by the Secretary) during the hours crossings 
are open to commercial trucks, and provide inspectors with needed inspection 
facilities, including communication lines and computer equipment that will enable 
inspectors to directly access FHWA safety data files; (iv) establish partnerships 
with the border States to ensure the requisite inspection presence is maintained at 
the border and throughout the States to ensure highway safety; (v) establish a 
NAFTA Program Director position that includes decision-making authority and 
responsibility for managing a consistent cross-border traffic management program 
from State to State with the requisite resources to effectively carry out the 
responsibilities; (vi) adopt Alternative II or III to supplement the border States 
with the requisite inspectors at border crossings; and (vii) establish and lead a 
Federal interagency group to coordinate organizational policies, processes, and 
procedures that will enhance and expedite traffic flows at the southern border. 
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FHW A's response did not satisfactorily address our recommendations regarding 
staffing of inspectors at border crossings. The response proposed deploying 
27 inspectors in Texas but did not address border crossings in Arizona and New 
Mexico. The 27 inspectors represent only 53 percent of the minimum number 
recommended by the OIG for Texas. The following paragraphs highlight the 
results of this report and its importance to truck safety. 

Trucks Entering the U.S. from Mexico Frequently Do Not Meet U.S, 
Standards. Neither OMC nor the border states, with the exception of California, 
are taking sufficient actions to ensure that trucks entering the United States from 
Mexico meet U.S. safety standards. 

Since 1992, when the United States, Canada, and Mexico signed the North 
American Free Trade Agreement, the Department and the border states have 
pointed to each other when asked who has the responsibility for inspecting trucks 
crossing the border. Neither the Federal Government nor the border states (except 
for California) have provided the necessary resources. For example, at El Paso, 
Texas, an average of 1, 300 trucks enter daily at one border crossing, yet only one 
inspector is on duty and he can inspect only 10 to 14 trucks daily. At other 
crossings there are times when there are no inspectors. 

Far too few trucks are being 
inspected at the U.S.-Mexico 
border, and too few inspected 
trucks comply with U.S. safety 
standards. Of those Mexican 
trucks inspected, about 44 percent 
were placed out of service because 
of serious safety violations. This 
contrasts with a 25-percent out-of
service rate for U.S. trucks and a 
17-percent out-of-service rate for 

,·, }····, 

F" ure 1: .FY 1~ Commercial Truck 
< ~ : . 

Canadian trucks. The truck out-of-service rates for the four border states with 
Mexico ranged from 28 percent in California, where a good inspection program 
has been in place and the quality of trucks has improved, to 50 percent in Texas. 

With the exception of California, a significant increase is urgently needed in the 
number of inspectors, the number of trucks inspected, and the hours of inspection 
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coverage to make sure trucks entering the United States from Mexico are safe. 
OMC and the States point to each other as having responsibility for inspecting 
trucks entering the United States. In view of this continuing debate, we are not 
confident that the necessary actions are imminent. 

General Accounting Office, DOT Is Shifting to Performance-Based Standards 
to Assess Whether Carriers Operate Safely (Report No. GAO/RCED-98-8) 

The General Accounting Office issued Audit Report No. GAO/RCED-98-8 in 
November 1997; DOT Is Shifting to Performance-Based Standards to Assess 
Whether Carriers Operate Safely. The audit objective was to examine the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the OMC's commercial motor vehicle safety 
programs. The audit concluded that the OMC's Selective Compliance and 
Enforcement list and other criteria for selecting motor carriers for compliance 
reviews did not effectively target commercial motor carriers with poor safety 
performance. The OMC SafeStat system, while designed to better identify motor 
carriers by using on-the-road performance data, depends on the states to submit 
complete, accurate and timely data on recordable accidents and the results of 
roadside inspections and compliance reviews. Some states, however, lack 
adequate data, which affects the reliability of SafeStat. The report recommended 
that the Secretary of Transportation (i) identify the barriers that prevent the states 
from providing complete and timely data and work with the states to develop a 
strategy for addressing each barrier, and (ii) develop alternative approaches to 
SafeStat, such as consulting with state and local law enforcement officials to 
identify problem motor carriers, in the states that have inadequate data. 

Office of Inspector General, Motor Carrier Safety Program (Audit Report 
No. AS-FH-7-006) 

The OIG issued Audit Report No. AS-FH-7-006 in March 1997; Motor Carrier 
Safety Program. The audit objective was to evaluate FHW A policies, procedures, 
and oversight for conducting compliance reviews of motor carriers' operations to 
ensure compliance with applicable motor carrier safety regulations. In addition, 
the audit evaluated the adequacy of penalties assessed for violations. The OIG 
made recommendations designed to: (i) increase safety fitness determinations of 
the motor carrier population; (ii) improve the system to identify and review 
problem carriers; (iii) enhance the effectiveness of the enforcement program by 
taking stronger enforcement actions; and (iv) ensure the quality of compliance 
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reviews. The OMC concurred or concurred in part with 10 of the 
14 recommendations. OMC non-concurred for the four recommendations, which 
pertain to; (i) increasing safety fitness determinations of the motor carrier 
population; and (ii) enhancing the effectiveness of the enforcement program by 
taking stronger enforcement actions, OMC proposed and the OIG agreed to 
alternative corrective actions. In response to our recommendations, the OMC 
agreed to: (i) increase contacts with motor carriers and improve the effectiveness 
of compliance reviews; (ii) use a system which emphasizes on-the-road 
performance data to identify high-risk motor carriers for review; (iii) use a system 
for assessing increased penalties for continued noncompliance; and (iv) develop 
and implement controls to ensure the quality of compliance reviews. The current 
status of OMC's actions regarding the recommendations is as follows: 

Recommendations Status 
Three recommendations to OMC met the intent of the 
increase safety fitness recommendations by taking 
determinations of the motor recommended or alternative 
carrier population. actions for all 

recommendations. 
Two recommendations to One recommendation was 
improve the system to identify completed and one 
and review problem motor recommendation was partially 
carriers. completed. 

Five recommendations to Two recommendations were 
enhance the effectiveness of completed and three 
the enforcement program by recommendations were not 
taking stronger enforcement completed. 
actions. 

Comments 

OMC reduced States' 
timeframes to upload crash 
and inspection reports and 
compliance reviews to 
MCMIS, but States are not 
meeting these timeframes. 
OMC has not conducted a 
review of the success of UFA 
in assessing more severe 
penalties for repeat offenders. 

OMC has not completed 
procedures to identify criteria 
for issuing compliance orders. 

OMC contracted with Volpe 
to assess effectiveness of 
enforcement tools, but did not 
agree with Volpe's initial 
approach. 

Four recommendations to Three recommendations were OMC did not implement 
ensure the quality of completed and one procedures to verify out-of-
compliance reviews. recommendation was not service repairs on vehicles. 

completed. 
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Other Audit And Investigative Work 

In FY 1997 the OIG and OMC jointly conducted a pilot program of five high-risk 
motor carriers in one geographical area. The reviews found that, despite a history 
of OMC civil penalties 1, three of the trucking companies continued to operate and 
violate Federal safety regulations. The 3 companies had from 11 to 27 crashes 
from 1994 to 1996, including 1 fatal crash. We found that, on average, 75 percent 
of drivers falsified 45 percent of the driver logs2 we reviewed. The U.S. Attorney's 
Office accepted one case for prosecutive consideration. 

During these joint reviews, the OIG observed that OMC safety investigators did 
not aggressively look for driver log fraud, and the safety investigators did not 
obtain independent evidence to validate log entries. To illustrate, at one company, 
the safety investigator completed his normal compliance review and did not 
identify any falsifications of driver logs. However, we obtained fuel purchase 
reports directly from the credit card company. Using the independent information, 
we were able to prove driver logs were falsified. In fact, we found drivers 
frequently exceeded maximum hours of service rules and lied about their driving 
time. 

Since 1997, we have been working with OMC safety investigators to better 
identify falsification of records as part of their compliance reviews. OIG auditors 
and criminal investigators conducted in 30 OMC inspection-training sessions. Six 
hundred Federal and State safety investigators attended these training sessions. 
OMC is not, however, aggressively using the tools it has available, such as 
progressive fines and sanctions, and total motor carrier "shut downs." 

1 For example, in November 1995, one of the motor carriers was put on 45-days probation for 
(i) transporting hazardous materials without a current Certificate of Registration on file and (ii) falsification 
of driver logs. The company was never put out of service. On followup compliance reviews conducted in 
February and August 1996, OMC found falsification of driver logs and assessed the motor carrier over 
$8,000 in fines. 
2 Driver Logs - Hours of service rules govern how long a driver can be behind the wheel, or otherwise on 
duty, without time off for rest. Currently, drivers are not permitted to drive in excess of 10 hours, without 
taking a mandatory break of at least 8 consecutive hours off duty or in their sleeper berth. Additionally, 
drivers may not drive after their total on-duty time ( driving and non-driving combined) reaches 15 hours, 
without first taking an 8-hour break. Drivers must record their duty status for each 24-hour period. This 
record.keeping is required under U.S. DOT regulations and is a record of the driver' s compliance with the 
hours-of-service restrictions. 
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We are currently working about 35 investigations involving suspected criminal 
violations of motor carrier safety requirements. Since January 1, 1997, OIG's 
investigations of trucking companies have resulted in 41 indictments, 
35 convictions, and $2.6 million in fines, restitutions and recoveries. 

The following example demonstrates the seriousness of the problem. OMC 
referred a trucking company to us for investigation that had (1) a history of serious 
violations of the regulations dating back several years, (2) continued to operate 
and violate the regulations despite assessment of civil penalties, and (3) evaded an 
Out-of-Service Order issued by OMC. 

The regulatory enforcement history for this motor carrier is compelling. In 1994, 
OMC conducted a compliance review that disclosed substantial violations of 
Federal hours-of-service regulations and failure to drug-test drivers. Specifically, 
the review found that the motor carrier unlawfully "required or permitted" its 
drivers to exceed the hours-of-service limits. OMC cited one driver who drove 
more than 30 hours after having been on duty for the 70-hour limit during a 
consecutive 8-day period. OMC's review discovered 47 violations of safety 
regulations, but cited the motor carrier for only 21, resulting in the motor carrier 
paying a civil penalty of $10,500. 

OMC conducted follow up reviews of the motor carrier in 1995 and 1996. OMC's 
1995 review found 116 of 277 driver logs showed that drivers exceeded the hours
of-service regulations. OMC's review also discovered the motor carrier was not 
testing drivers for controlled substances as required. However, the motor carrier 
was cited for only 14 violations, which resulted in the motor carrier paying a civil 
penalty of $10,750. 

The 1996 review resulted in OMC issuing an Out-of-Service Order against the 
motor carrier, and ordering it to pay a $10,000 civil penalty. OMC advised OIG 
that it had no record of collecting the $10,000 civil penalty. 

The Out-of-Service Order declared the motor carrier an imminent hazard to safety 
and specified that the motor carrier must not attempt to evade the Order by 
continuing to operate under the name of another person or company without 
OMC's approval. A few weeks after issuing the Order, OMC contacted the 
company to determine if it was complying. At that time, OMC was denied access 
to company records and was told the business was no longer in operation. OMC 
subsequently learned that the motor carrier was operating under a new name, 
without OM C's approval, in violation of the Order. 
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After determining the company was violating the Order, a meeting was held 
between OMC and a representative of the motor carrier. During that meeting, the 
individual presented OMC with limited records indicating the company was 
operating under a new name and in compliance with the motor carrier regulations. 
OMC allowed the motor carrier to continue its operations. 

In 1998, OMC attempted to conduct a compliance review of the motor carrier after 
receiving allegations that the motor carrier was again violating motor carrier 
regulations. OMC was again denied access to the motor carrier's records and the 
motor carrier subsequently refused to comply with an administrative subpoena 
issued for its records. Consequently, OMC referred the case to the OIG for 
criminal investigation and potential prosecution. 
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OTHER ACTIONS CAN BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE 
TRUCK SAFETY 

Organizational realignment and strong industry oversight alone may not achieve 
significant reductions in fatalities. There are numerous actions to help prevent 
truck crashes and fatalities that should be considered as part of the current debate. 
Several warrant further consideration, and they are not affected by OMC's location 
in DOT. 

► Increasing driver accountability. Make the driver responsible for 
inspecting the truck just like a pilot must do for the aircraft. The driver 
must be held accountable for ignoring safety deficiencies. By 
implementing this requirement, both the company and the driver could 
be sanctioned for out-of-service violations related to vehicle condition. 

► Requiring periodic inspections. Require all trucks to undergo an 
independent inspection not less than annually, similar to the 
requirements that exist for automobiles in some states. Companies 
determined to have good safety inspection processes could be certified 
to self-inspect their vehicles and perhaps those of other companies as 
well. 

► Adopting a 60-mile-per-hour maximum truck speed nationwide. 
There is no national speed limit. The impact of a full "18-wheeler" 
weighing as much as 80,000 pounds hitting another vehicle, perhaps an 
automobile or a minivan weighing about 3,000 pounds, at a speed 
greater than 60 miles per hour is often fatal. Some of the largest 
trucking companies in the United States support a truck speed limit of 
60 or lower. 

► Continuing to add rumble strips along the major highways. 
Rumble strips are an effective means to alert inattentive and tired 
drivers when they go off the road. 

► Adopting satellite technology for monitoring. Fatigue is believed to 
be the number one cause of crashes. Satellites are a very effective 
means for monitoring compliance with hours-of-service rules. 
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► Revising Hours of Service Regulations. This is necessary to ensure 
they reflect the latest research on fatigue. This was recommended by 
the National Transportation Safety Board. 

► Improving driver awareness. Mirrors or other sensors now being 
developed and marketed can alert a driver to his surroundings and 
thereby help prevent crashes. 
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ACTIVITIES VISITED OR CONTACTED 

United States Department of Transportation 

Office of the Secretary, Washington, D.C. 
Federal Highway Administration 

Office of Motor Carriers 
- Headquarters (Washington, D.C.) 
- Regional Offices/Resource Centers (California, Colorado, Georgia, 

Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, New York and Texas) 
- State Division Offices 1 (Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 

Florida, Idaho, Iowa, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia) 
National Training Center 
Office of Budget and Finance 
Office of Chief Counsel 

Federal Railroad Administration 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
Research and Special Programs Administration 
National Transportation Safety Board 
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, 

Economic Analysis Division 

State Officials 

Arizona Department of Public Safety 
Arkansas Highway Police 
Department of California Highway Patrol, Information Management Division 
Colorado State Patrol 
Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles, Office of 

Management and Planning Services 
Florida Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Compliance Office 
Idaho State Police 
Iowa State Police 

1 
We contacted all 50 states and the District of Colwnbia and Puerto Rico to obtain enforcement data and 

visited those State Division Offices shown above. 
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State Officials (Cont'd) 

New Jersey Department of Transportation 
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Motor Carrier Division 
Virginia Department of State Police, Motor Carrier Safety/Hazardous 

Material Enforcement 

Roadside Inspections Observed 

California 
Colorado 
Florida 
Georgia 
Illinois 
Missouri 
Texas 

Associations and Alliances 

American Trucking Associations 
Central Analysis Bureau, Inc. 
Great West Casualty Company 
Parents Against Tired Truckers 
University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute 
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FHW A RESPONSE 

US.~ma• 
O,~ICl1cn 

l'edaralttlgl-, 
AdrillltrCltton 

INFOlMATION: FHW A Response to the Office 
of Inspector General's (OIG) April 1999 Draft Report 
on the Motor Carrier Safety Program 

-~ 
Anthony R. Kan;\..,-
Executive Director ~ 

Raymond J. DeCarli 
Deputy Inspector Genew (JA~2) 

Memora~um 

Dale: 

Reply 10 
Alln. of: 

APR 22 ~ 

We have reviewed the draft report and appreciate the opportunity to provide comments foc 
inclusion in your final report. We consider many of the ncommendations to be constructive 
and have action■ underway to addreu them. In other cases. we have proposed alternative. 
actions. However, we do have a differmt view of aome of the analysis deacribcd in the 
report and we believe you may have overlooked some pertinent facts. Our general 
comments on the report are provided first, followed by specific comments on your findings 
and ~ommendations. 

The objective of this audit was" ... to examine the effectiveness of the Office of Motor 
carriers (OMC) Safety Program, its impa.ct on motor carrier safety enforcement, and 
whether motor curier safety oversight would be more effective if OMC' s functions were 
transf'ened from the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) to another agency, existing or 
new, in the Department of Transportation (DOT)." The audit primarily addresses the· 
compliance review and sanctioning processes. data/information issues, and .an opinion 
survey of FHW A field staff regarding enforcement activities they perform. It does not 
addreu several other aspects of the program such u the Motor Carrier Safety As,istance 
Program (MCSAP), program analysis, research, or technology and their impact on safety. 
More importantly, the repon doea little to acknowledge the Depanmcnt's efforts to obtain 
major changes to the motor carrier safety prtlgram during reauthorization. The 
Department's proposals, adopted by Congress in the Transportation Equity Act for the 21" 
Century (TEA-21), address many of the program deficiencies you have identified. The 
changes modified the motor carrier penalty provisions, provided new shutdown authority for 
unfit carriers, provided funding for implementation of the Performance and Registration 
Information Management System (PRISM), and improvement of PHW A information 
systems. These provisions will have a substantial impact on program performance and 
safety when fully implemented. 

FHW A continues to recognize that not all motor carriers will voluntarily comply with the 
safety regulations and that a strong enforcement program is necessary for these carriers. 
FHW A acknowledges and agrees with the OIG that the enforcement program can be 
improved, more compliance reviews are needed, higher penalties can be used to induce 
compliance, and data improvements are necessary. We recognize improvements are needed 
and have taken steps towards this goal. 
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• lncrca&e Cornp1i1t1ce Jlcvi.cM - Wf. bave ertllbliimcd • gull of lour <iu.lity mmpli&nee 
reviP"-9 pr::r month on Che a~fi:irt:ach !IW:ty .inw=waaw,-. Thi1 will cf&ictrre,ly 
double the: airreM level 1;1f l"MeWB. All C&legory a uid B higb--ri1l:: c~ w.i.1.1 be: 
n.,uii,wect. Addlti.ooal ruolpliance r6'1'iews will be WJlduged ori Ml?lll! propotuOn ofC 
tbraugh O carrien.. 

• ~ Penaluc. - We will i1t1medi$Ey ~ ow- eivil p~ty ~ u 
provided in the ~~ti.on !Squ.ity ~ lbt I~ 2 I.,. Ccmury (TEA-21)- 11i.ig. will 
ill.duc:o WTieQ to comply with ufMy resularlllll!I by makiQg it 1ll'l11;1Jc:iatly Wl&C0Cptiblo to 
ignon: tb.cm New peilalty guidclmca to the Divisions, and tbc Uoil'o.rm fiM Aasee!llllrnt 
model wm be updated by July 1~9. W,:will DDWUK • penalty ~up to Sl0,000 fur 
aid »epan.te viQlatio11 wi.thDut I.he Q* to o,tabmh that a pgtti:rn ofviol!WOIIS aim gJ' 

4 violation ii likely l-0 lead to, serioua injlllY OI' de..lh. lleirord la:cr,ins viclaticm, that 
ooncaal a fact ccm:tiMiiis ,a. se-rinu!I. WJla.don cm:i l!:6d up t.o It $5,000 penalty per 
viol.ttiml. 

• ID ai:ldiil011,, we pt.n :an ima:im fiDlll Nlo 011 tlte "\ID.fit c:urier" provision of Section 4009 
ot TEA-2 l , and will be pf'Qlliding gui.dencc oo penalty 5$1lmIJCllb in 11\.o r.tear M\lre. 

We believe that & i:omprahi!111ivi: l&i'cty profj;tlm ~rt in.elude ~ enf'orcemoitt. 
t e,ch-iQl.ci!ii;:al improvi::mems. and 1Q.11ca.ti.cm/outrcacll. A ''cr,o lillll fitg al.I'' approach to 
mf'otOellle.iit au.d pmialtic:a ia ~ for lb divan ~ cur• populadooi of 1M 11" 
ocntmy. Thi: motor ~l!lr populldloll today is lu-aety made up oftallll.l bYil~ Our 
9'Q8RID mu111 llllliafy b<:11-h C~INlioml dl,Clci:JDD md Pr~oeruia1 mitiatiVC11 to ~c°"raae 
«implw!co throup n:duccdlw.tim ciYil pmaldca far .mall b~. Our pn>!nln ii 
dnl,gmcd to ~nge Yolu11wy oornpliima: by the VaM majQrit:y of curial and ~ lhose 
wbofai.l to impn;!VII. Jt i.! dpjgmd to pr:mnt CIJ:Ul.11 by rt:i\Chlllg Iha najority ofcarric:rs ~th 1 

_gem:ra) (;DmJl~i: and ~emmcn ~ md punis"ti tba• carru:n round 10 violate 
l'C8ula-lions. w, e.clcmnvledae that 1h11 p,en\fl.duCII ha& ll!Mlllg 100 fiftowanh cdu.calioM:lLi1teac;h 
a.11d mow mu&t mo" 1.oward11 !ltnmga" croot~QJ., p111icululy for rtpcu olfendori. 

There wn m lWd1lon that FHW Ai& ~ mf<llUfl'lont "co.m.rBIY to 1ho io!eflt or Coagrcu." 
Wo ~o w i.nco,porate Cong,i=ssiooal ~e.tm, particularly u UK')' ,clm:c 10 IIIIl.all bu~ 
into D\lr Jlrogi'i,nls. As tl,e report icdicatC!I in a fuotitote. To. Motor Cania Slilfety Ace of 1984 
(MCS Act of 1984) 'Pcci6ce.lly rtquirts F.HWA wflec ~ penallie3 to~•·• ... into 
aocwnt I.he~ cLI'CUIR!tll!WC8, ~ent, Jl1d gravity ortbe ,,foluiOl'l committed md, wilt 
rvpect IX:! the violator, dte degree of c:utpability, hi~lory o( prior ~a., abilit)' 10 pl)', effiK:t 
en ability lu wMime to do b1niai:sa, &nd 11.11::h matt en !LS julli1JC and public wot)' ~:I' rcqwrc."' 
In additi.or,, USISll'l'li!nlll IIIC tD be t;ll.cl.,Jll1ed to "ind\lcc fwthel i:o1:1:1plimoe-. li\lnhermare 1hc 
Slmll Buamim R!:guWol)' Eruorcemellt f'~rnBSS Act cf1996 mi,uirea fllllicnl 11gmcies lo 

··establish a poli.c;y ur program. ... to providi: fartbe ri,ductioct, and under apptcpria.le 
circ1mnlallce~ fut Ole 'IWNtr, err civil pcnallica fur ,,folation!I. of a d.a.l111ory or regu.la.t(lJ)' 
rcgui.ret'oent by a ICllal.l o.ntity:' The Coogtl:$&10.D&l dire~icm i1- cleat- IBWA ~Id ~,h 
11a. Cl'Lfurcr=na,t program which tbculica peaaltiea on a.dlic:vmg compllllnU of i.ndividu.id eamrsg 
I.CJ lllll)l'OYe .safety. Tilt \l.o c,t me.xi.mum filleA, PQrti.cula,ty ror firs1-1iroe ~-iolators, j9 

2 
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in19proprial.c. The ptDil.ty ~ iuolt dndy provi.des lhat pmuJtics are to bt un:d. to io:dm;c 

~ not merdy puni.ib llio.lat1n. WMe higher linn will no-w be mipli:mc:nmd because 
or Ille Tl:!A-21 penalty provisiL'ma., muinwlfl finca that diuesa,d tb11 C<l!JiJl:Slllional direclion 
Nted ~ rem.ai:n inap_pr-opriam. 

tHW A lw made~ impro\lt:fflent., tc, ita data quality aod ~ o'>'or ~ pm 
teVera1 ym,.!I and 11 taking a,,:(joii tc, imprn~it furtba. Priof lO 1992 mowr carru:riudf
n:parted ~uh infornudian kl FHW A. TM FHW A dl.lrc>am.imicd tbllt p.ractx;c: bO(mse i;if u11dm 
reportinf. ~ 11\&l tiN. cmb ~ haa bct:11 reported from Stoi: md local _poticl!I ~ and 
dau Im staaduy miprnved. :FHW A :n:eop~1 that om: a.II QMMlS ~ rq,orted and fas 
i11caqilm: da.t1 can hinder prosramdmm:ncu_ :U ~Id be~, hawcvcr, that 
obtaillinJ local aaah data it " ~m objective b,;:,uuse iri,nmuicmal cui11traiali Pd. tmta. 
ll..9llociah:d wilh obWnif18 it can be pro hl"bitivc.. 

Wr:. are ~pandi.ag SAFETYNET to mclr.lde clriyBr cit11tion inJ'omurtiQn ao I.lat we can indwk 
citatiocia in out lllturcl data \use and thw vndy incna,I! diz mmwtt ol clala ._ aa,,,c of urrlet.1. 
The FHW A will confu.Jc tD Wtwt lhtaqh \lie Sima 1.e1 obtain a-uh data 1.1'.ld ~on 
rcllllins to vlollUioa& ~ local tnffi.c;. .liiw1. lmpklment&tioo of ~rizm lap1:0p IICAwn lbr 
raadai.dc lmpcctars hu in,~ the !IOCUl1lcy a£~amer idsntifu:atimi&nd d1ta ~y u edit 
eb_,clm llll'C p~ right II U,e rr;i,11,;hide. Today, 42 SlllteJ "Ill! tbs a~ It the l'Olld&ide. 
Tb.r:. -~'11!/llr~ ~ alllO dnimaticany .impto\'ed 11'1e tmelmcaa of ~ssil;in oiinapc:,;li.olll data, 

· FIIWA hu madi: major cbanp in the ltllMplDl!lll.oftb.emotor Cllf[u:r aa&:ly progmn. New 
l'llllllas,cmen in tJ,a Office afMotA:Jr Curicr lllcl His)lwzy Safdy iil)llg wiib a .msjoc 
restnlCIUrlng offflW A will iincn11;,e lhe wibility md imporuncc of lhc: aafoty pmgram. and 
~ Uie rBDB,C of !lan:typmrmcn.. Sa&ly i.s now one of five core wsm= mi.Ill in FHW A. 
Thi: Offii;ie or Motor Carner ~d Hipway Suety has dOl.llile lhc staJI' retourQe.$ of &JYY Olhn
,col'fl t,u11m1111 UR1. in.fl!WA. Th~ new ~n will ~ua an an i.mcgralio@: highw,.y 
infrutrutture and motor cinier safety, p~bocd mi.ti.at.iv-es lba4 fut11, on mulls ra.lhet 
thli!I .:,tivily lcvcb. inlpl~ new nfety rechnologR,t. 1/td !lll"DIISU" i::nfom:ment. With the 
i~M crf tbt TEA-2 I i::liange1 to !lllm.gd)en wr camrc;cmaii prow,m, inc:loo~ 
higher penaltie11 am1 n:viacd mutdirwll authority, motor wrier sa.fllty will impro~. Combi11ins 
tll~prngnm iDitiMives wilt!. new man~mnmt direclion will yield imptQVfflffltB tQ hJ#w11y 
and motor c;arri~ ufd.y. 

FiPdiy" • M«U:n.11,n p[the M1uor curiq Safety Prov-

Ge11111ral Comm1CDb: l'ru: rcpot1 dra"'B 00111::lu!D.Ons n:p,q enfuroe.mc:Cll pracfa;.u and 
pcnaltim that, in 5'lm.e cues, ue n04 subst1utia.t~ b)' e~hfll'1¥e anuyliL!I. The report relie, 
heavily on .individu.al e;wnpl1;9 to bolster its wadusioos. We believe this appro~ while 
ITIIWllg an over•II ptauaible UjUTlleilt for program chan~ docs nal p10\lide a complm: pict1..1n: 
of llllltOf ourier fllllfcm:ern1,mt. '[he di.acu~m.otl prc,vi.doo ia the report fail~ lo ~111.in ~ rc:HOM 
that enforcement 1.~d pen,ftie, him: been used in ~ 111811Dt:t I.bey have. It should be made cl= 
to the reader t~ l'HWA"s. di!!Cmi.cm LO use fiPM .,id pcaaltic~ js LimLted by $,C!vc:ral lltll1.1tc1. 
While the repo~ rccog11izes. lfug limitation in a footnDtc, furthct l'.:ll_pl:ination is rcquin:d. 
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'fllo FHW A's 1Lllhority to impose civil penalt.ie.s for violations Df the Faleral Motor aim~ 
Safety Reil,llmons i1 lieri.wd prill,('.ipa)ly 6mn 49 U.S.C. 521(b). The SWVte oxp~ pn,vids, 
that, in~ pmaity llmDmllS, the fHW A. :Nil lake jnto a.ccDWII: the nature, cir~ 
atmt, ~ (l!jl'llmy of lhc viDlations QOl1ldUtled 111d, with ~ kl 1hc vi.ol.u.or, the degree of 
,:ulpibijity, hislf.or)' of prior ~n,.es, 11.bllhy to pay, i:ff=ct 011 .Dbili,y to conPID.le to du husinaa, 
imd IIUCh aaher na11a1, 111 jwti.cc ud pu~ ll&letr .may roquiq. 1n w.ch cue, the wmmmt ia 
calcialate:I to induoe l\trthe(" 0DCl1plial!loe. C~H hu amended LIie inolor ceroer sta.eut~ 
~ tiRlf:I !11.na: th.cae !1'1110.danls wc:re imposed in l 9!' aaii baa ?1IM:f" ammdcd tbcr &to.a. 
rn I !l14 tu ~rnai,t rl;lUivad ~vii pr.aa.l.ty til.thot.ity r-,, t1tm-re-cordkeepins alld nim

haurd01111 mttriaa vialllt.iool. Pel!lalti.e6. ilowever, ~ lmtw. to mme lh&t p:m=ted 
sig.ci.Dcllllt rid; ofauioua injury m- dcatb.orthoac:: illlil~es 'IMIIOl'I th8l!I wu apllltcm of 
vi.olulona. lo. t~ laitcr ASC, it is im_poctlUlt to noi. that llll: ~ was denied civil po.lWty 
m..rtlll>rit} fm amg:11! .,jolaliona and that, even in the e»e of patt~ oC violati.am., tbc Ag,::u;;y>a, 
111.1thority was capped ill Sl 0.000 regar41ea (lf i;rthcr fiicton. 

The nine facto:r-.: impo90 lin'1talicm1oa th!: 1cvd of.liaes we, ~an il'l1poH aJKl wer. bwlt inl:o cur 
unm,,111 Fine Aaea1nent (UFA) "Modol il:i 19'J6.. The UFA i.a uM:d. by ~ elfrier safd.y 
apecwisu to detffmmc fine ievc:11 na1ioawido. As Ille report im:!icatca the mad.cl indudca a lioc 
Boor ro,- W>latio.n& All9er1I thc&c adminilltrlllivi: millimuml or pecwly floor, penaJtia ocu.l.d fill 
below Qlt'Rlll levels. when l"he lline limiliDS fiwm1 deac:ribi:d above llR uaed. 

FHW A is filrther cliro«a:l by The Small Bi.,Ki.nca,a; RqulatDll' ~ Fainieu AJ;t. 
(SB.REF A) (Pub. L . 104-l2 l, llO Scat. M7 aU57, Mar. 29, 1 ~6) to e&Wilian II poli~ oc 
PfQJrlffi by ~di 29, 1997, providing for-the~ 111d u:rtder 1pproprle.t" wcums1:ll.0Ci:!I 
for !ho wcim", (lr1,i~I ~lies fur vialmona Dfa atirtlmlry acr reguijialufytequireinent by• 
lllllllll mti.ty. (Sec. 223(a).) Agcncic:il wue required~ report tQ ConsnH by~ 29, l99~ 
oo tlJB a.cope of their program or pati&y, the nwnbcr of 11:11for~~nent JtCtiom 11,11a:inat amllll 
erni~iea lhil lfl.l&lifi.cd or fiih,d to qu&lify for \he pmsram or policy, and the total 411l0Unl of 
penalty mduaiOll!I oc waivisr:t. 

The SBRF.F A .i,o amended ll'O Equal ACOCllo to Juslii;,c An co pr<wi.de- che-t llffllll eDtiaes may, 
in ~n ca-, b11 al.YlUdcd lltlcmcyg fct:.1 &nd 04her e,rpema if III adjudicalrvc affu:c.- mducca 
a pi::na.lty and 1he a.djudic:11tive officer detennine1 thllt this agcacy dcmaad wu aubatmrticllr in 
eo«:ie11 oftrie doalli-on oflbo adjudi.catm: ot1icc:r .uid was wn·auo.nable whee ~•red wM ttie 
a.djudi~R officer'■- d.ccisian, u~ lho f..\CilS arid i.i.rcuinnanoes of tlui c:;ue_ (Sa:. 211 .) 

The SB REF A ab.o JI..IDCDdCld the Small J.lu~ ht to pto~de fbr tM overiight of ragulllt.ocy 
mforamcnt (Sec. l22.). lb.i: Admi!mltr.a.ti:ir oflhe Small Bwines:s Administrati.<in (-S.BA) is 
n:qwrcd to dc:ligna.ti: a Small n~ne:is and A8riC'llltwe RcgJ.lllltOf)' Enfma:mcnt Ombud11nan 
(Ornbudemw,). The SBA Ada-iini&ttaillf is alao re,quirtd lO e&hib.lish ~nal SmalL Bw:iins 
ReguW.01')' Fairnca Bollrda lo provide tbe Owobudmia:n witb.advicc on m11.II buxcC!ll Cmi.t;crns 

mo ul 11l¢n&y e:llf mccmc:nt tdivi1y and to report "on sub,tarrtiated iruta.ncc,'" of accssi vt 
agMC)' eruon:ement a1;liU1:Js ag&icist 91'1'1111 bu9~ The Ombudllh&II i.s nai_uired lo report 
annually ti> Consress arid tl1e affected. ~cg an lhe mfan::ancnt .a.clivitic5 of &gtfK)' 
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personnel. including a ratine Qf'ths !lplq'~ -rdpt:JRliVal.cH t0 llltUlll busicoues, bwid an 
11Ub51'antiatal conmcnt! rccci-t frcm amall bu.sinessn Ind tile ~oou.l BDUda. 

In addilioa. on ,\p~l 21, l99S, the Prc!lidmt wrote 10 thi:: heads ofEx.fflalive apw:ica 
00.CICfflUCII "'Rq\lilltQI}" rt:fbnn - Waiv« of Penalciu 11M R~ion. of R.eporta'" (See 60 FR 
20621, Apr. 26, l99S).• In this meir,orllOOIJm,. t.b11 Pn:aidmt ilircckd llgCll,Ci~ Cl> the~ 
peroaiue~ by law, to UM ilimr m51CJ"CUOO to W11NC: or rcduu penalties agaiPSl ,midi bi.i~ 
wm:n tm: viDla.lian is ~ed within ~ itpprop.riat11 tiru pmiod. · 

Over 80 pi:n:i::m Df the motor wner-1 «!.suJated by .FHW A fall imo the: ~;sh:gmy of a siiiall 
bl.l:aQCSI N ,u,ch, ~ !$t4Mmy limitaliom inoo,pora&ed in tb.e: UFA~ C~ intc:Clt 
udCK11ocd~ 

[t i, iltlp011Mt ui riote tbat. CCll_gJ'Cl9 ammd.cd die mDtoc tillTicr Nf~ penaltiH in TEA-21 11t 

tbe raqucst Dfthe Dcput.mcm. F"tnel lbr llaJbt}' violadirn, Cati now ranac up10 Sl0,000 per
violliio.a. ~tll!Jling vie>laticlllli Chat ~ knu~y ~llilled QI! L1QW ranp up to !-5.000. 
The Dcpm:tme-ai pu,su.ed n,eso ~ buod, in part. on recmmncod&timil mldo in • 1991 
OIG maror r..arna- aidi:l.y -tit. [nel~ t1'e MW pn;r,,i!l.iam im. thl! UFA !iiboul.d taiso OWHII 
.Einlllll by l 00 percent. 

Figuni J on paec I! d.eacribea lmuil in settlemenJ c:~ fQr a fuur-ycac period 19!:>S ID 1998. 
TIie nt!Kln !l.tll.te11 that both UM:lalUCllb; and 11et1l~1 h&vc ~ined at'd. lhat ~ u 11. 

~ ar11uessmcnu haw, dedined aharply, we bdin. that vmcn ~llina t11ese 
fisurca, it ia impomnt to u■c dCltDd ~, with ettfbrtelnont for tha cakw.llliDG. Tabk l 
COllllins this ulll.Llllplio:a, Further, ,;w: ban im:ludm all 11D1Jr urri«s,. ralMl"tlwl a llll.lblll:l cf 
carrlcra. ia tbia 1;abie. Out ~aminatloa of data. ltom thB Mmar C~ bdbmli\lion S~em 
(MCMIS) fil11 R:ll'C2I diffi:rma:s m>m thi:: iafomiatiofl c0111tlliineo in t~c, r-ep,ort whm. thi::K 
illlaulnptioN In WIN. . 

Accotding 10 OIJf evaluati.oll, both lllUIU!lmmt.51 and .18tUcmCIIta dc:cliacd pro_pol'tionaJI)' ,nd. ths 
percerit.asi, of 8'!11,amcnlJ hu diangm vtry little. 

Tab!c 1 
Assessments. ind Settlenient, PY 199S to 1998 

FY A.9gcg1mcDla Scttk:mmcs %of~ 
( J milliO!H) ($ trillli.o11&) 

199.S 11.9 9.4 79.0% 
19% 10.9 H 11.1% 
1997 7,! S.~ 15.6'¼ 

1998 7.~ 6.1 77.2% 

On ras,e &, the ore, prnV10-(6 a disC'll~!l&OI\ nfthB A.gene)"$ lmmincnt h.izard ~hult.l°""tl &ulh.orily. 
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The tcpOrl llf'l!:e;t tba.1 '':£1,a.gruJ. vioimton" bis diut dmain, ~"' tbat the ,¼ency lcta mol:Qr" 
~n widl m111Uiplo wbrc:cmeru a.cuOM comilrue to opawrc:-, and .r:ccoomend1 t111.1 ihc 
~ !!QrM it, abitity to p(.oe mtKOr c.arrien oul of let\'ice ~ il .llnds repeat \'ioliaults. 
We biili~ it i1 nccCSAJ:Y lo i;Ja:rify th Agmcy'1 ~immii,e,nt hazard" mutdDWn 3llthority. 

lbe motor c:uria- zrtatuw rcade: 

(A) .u: upan mapc,;;liDII m inVCBb,glltlOO, ti!. s.ac,CIUIIJ d~arminn thal I. 

v.olation oh PfO\'i.lioc ol subc:hapler m of diaptt;r 3 11 (Cllcept lleC!i.oas ) I in 
and 311.l 9) Dr M:Ctilon 1 J 102, 31301, 31304, 3 I 305(b). oc l l.S02 of thiii tiilil 01 a 
fe8\llatiOII isN.ed UL1diet llRy cfthoee prcvwma, ar clJlllbinalicm ofl!illC4 
vi.olaticoa, poBa 11.tl imminmt lnuanl ID safety, tho Secrewy ,ball OTde£ a vdiic:ht 
or emp~yee openlina IUd'I vellide 1'.lut 0£ ~ oc omcr- 11111. ~ to ~ 
idJ. ur pact of dlC ~gycr'1 1:ammcn;.ial motor ¥Cncl11 opcmoru. 111. making 
miy aodJ 01da:, thii 5«:rml}' w.11 irnpo,e no resui.aion on Illy employee or 
Ellllployer- blll)'onli lhat ,oqui~ to abllte lhe b.uurl. .SUbxqucm tD tbi:: inumc;c 
olth.e otdet, op_p<,rtunity .fur ~cw ahall b8 ~ruvi~ in~witl:i .!IBCti.cm 
S:54 oftltle :5, 6lWCJ]t dw ~ ~ sbJII 0~ not laler tblR 10 days alter 
i~inoe of such ordi::r. 

(B} Tn thi:s par~ "immitiem bll.ald" ineatia ilJl.Y ccadition of vdiicl.c. 
emplO'j~ Qt ~ maim vdiic:k opcnti.o111 which L!il l.ikdy to ~ DI 
ac:ri.owa il1jury Dr d.cmh if ru>t d~11CiPUed i:mrnediatel)'. . 
-49 U .S .C . :i2 l{b){,XA )•(B). 

Only Q118ba arc "~kdy tD ruuft in M:riaus injury o.r dallth.'' VN>l&tions Qt"~ ragu1atioot. iuucd 
on dta .ll.'IJlhority mthi: .fla.t\ffl!s lisiod in § 5l 1(bX5XA} would t~ulitute an "irnmil'laU huaid" 
if 1h11 ,\gen~ 4X:11.1ld prove: ilia.I lhoac: viola.tum a wen likefy to rD!R.1lt in crublCli ''if not . 
diJmnwrued irom,dii-tely." This requires. tneeUllg a lwo-pmt 1.crl: (1) the ,,joJ.,tio.m mJ.I.SI. be 
lih:lr tD C1WX t-ruh.ca ("1crlouJ injury Ill" death"}, a.rid (2) the cruhas rn.i!lt be ◄ 'lilmly'"' m 
'1appen in. 1he near fi.J.llJre (''illlmiMnt" ltazaird). The ddmi.tioo of immim:Ilt. bua:rd bu DCJth.i.l:lg 
tD dD with R:J)Cat vi.ohwona 11! a1_g,B.Jrt vi1;1hoon. · Tbe le¥eil of proor required b)' the ~•.lie is 
1nmforo high. The m~ hu 1he mmw:n impn:aoon that I abutdown ard= i11o ~ a. ~ty 
for n:pe,at viol.atiom;. lt i& not. Fur:therm~. a,ry c:a.nio- operatio11- (or portion of IDeer 
operation)" found to be: Ml "'immim:a1. b.uani" mll!II: be carl!tatcd thB rnr::amcm dw tha hiizud 1w 
hutt a.bated - mcanins tha sm.ifdown will likely be llhort..Jiv~. I1 waa for lhis ,~ the 
Dcpm1mcrll pwau.cd chanscs in T.EA•2 I lhal wowd allow 1he "3,ency broad« 11Ultlofity 10 
smldowtl Cll.tN:rl lh&t were _dduminocl to be 1lllDl. When thi& pn;MSian II fully irnplomented, 
shutdown ordm will .i.nctWiC if c.mcr& do nm impro~ ~r lloBfuty of op1;ra.tio11&. 

On ])118e 9, and in oU!er place~. lhe r~Qqt s\al.C$ thA!. ~td1 fer adminis.tral.ivc colleciion of 
p~allic~ allow tha A~ to "re,,.ob O!)Cra.ting 1utho,ity' fol' non;pa.yi:ne:nt uf ~- nu:: OlG 
dl>C5 nat offer a. st1tn.1.tQI}' !"ffl!KII for ihis I\Jlhorily. There ace 110 Cl(!Sting pro\'is.ons 10 
n:volcc a U.S. DOT number or thB lltltoority or i ,:;arrie,r 91.Jhj~ to lhB Ageru:y' ~ juri~ction for 
n.onpayment offim:.!I. 
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For-~ mr>tor carricr.1111f:I required to register with DO-t bef'cre pcri:mnms lrMl,po!Wion 
JUbject tQ mo Secffllll}''&jwiadictio11 Ulldlll"-19 USC 13501 et S!:'lq. {49 USC 11901}. T.bc 
~ion proa;iu u presen"bcd in -49 USC L3')02 and c:ul~s -wit1'1 iswano& of open.ting 
•ulhoricy tc the camr,-. The .ClmJte requ~ the Sec~ tc register II carm atlul camor is 
winms 1111d able ti:I ccmply-with .applicable commorci.BI mrute.a and tegul&ti.oa.s, the FMC:S!4 
md aakty ti\DeSS resulati.oos IDlih:r 4~ use 31144, a.nd tb111 il'IIIWall«! ~U~e!Jtlluncltr49 
USC J 3906 and 3113 s.. Rel)isttation is mand&h.iry if lhc mow canicr rm:ct! thalN!I ~ds. 
Tlu..1, tile Seerewy .h.H .no rli!ICI"dian to withhold r03i$tratioll fbr a. ,euoti un,eJiued tu ~ 
litmll:or} ~CCI c.m er La. like lhe ca:rrier' I laiJurc to pay • civil pc:aalty. 

Revowioo or &1111pffl1Wn er• foc-Ri.re moc.o, c;mria-'1 ~ opcratirig Enllhority jg a.l,o 
gDVC'.IIIClf by mmtory oCfiteria. The EHW A may lllllpC8d cc re,,oolc:1!1 ree,isuahon if• c.atriet 
willl'uQy rails to comply wilh statutai and rsBJ,11ations sc>vemin&: its c,perAlimu or with a 
ccmdmoo ofi1::11 f'SgiBUlliO!I (49 USC ll90~c)). 1t may .1111pcnd n:gianti.on fer wliLnJ ~ 
IJQOlply ,,,.;11, the .saltt1 .re,qlLircmcntt, the~ litcieu requiremenu,. tl:le msw-aa.ce 
mpn:mcnta, or 1111 cmlm" i,11.11.ld \ll'lder th,; .i.murucc Of" sm:ty fitnna rcgu)e.ti.o111 (49 use 
I 39DS(a)( I)), The opet~ aulhorit}' oCmator- pme~ger '8ffierll ca,, be swperidcd ifth= 
~•• o_pcntioru callBli.tum '-I'! ~11-e"Al ltuard (49 USC 1191l5(r:)(l}). Falling to pe.y e. civil 
pcmlty i& ool ~ within any of mcac pHM!lllln&. 

Private (the preduminat.i: typ■ ofinw~ opfflt~ .\Dd .fot'-hin: cxanpt motc1r curlcn do not 
bold op!nbng aulhority. They. as wd.l ■a foc-bint rcgulmd anien, mu!II file an MCS-1 SD. 
Irlmti6i;ati.oD Report, and (Jbta.in II DOT "CJlllllberwitNl'I 90~1)'1 -OfbegiMin.g opmUOll:!I, (49 
CFll J8S .21 ). The DOT 11\Unbff-enablcs the J.senty tD trlllclc amen far Offllll.ll, purpcl11811 ~d 
tD l'IIDlnt(lr thff safety fitlli:aa tD cpcrlltC. Ju thia mptrlllion ~ ii fol ideneificacion 
PtJIPOMS. nc1 lic:cnsias pwpaacs, private w ior-hiR cu:mp1 t:anit:n hll:R nD open.ting 
wtbarity to be rmnov4ld lor IJOl\.-p&ymcat of civil perwti,ea. 

Ol1 page l 0, figure 3 dcsc:r11iH- ttle number of violatioru diaoovcn:d CDmpa.rcd to viale.tiON 
ca.fcnied. Th.era m several rmsou whyttui l"ll,IRlb(!r ofv;ol.lluo~• distcmted cl1fllp8Rd to 
otiforood is at 1his level.: · 

• All cf the v:iolatioDS discoi,,crcd may act mcct !he pniseculioci ncmc.cmpli~ Jta.ndatd 
appli~ by th.cdicld staff 

• l:'r~TEA-21 statul-ory penaLty authority, in~. limi~ tl"le number of"'~a.1ion5 the.t 
may be alcd in ',111110\I~ pattern" and in tcGOtrlk«pmg c;a!ICII. 

• The numb«- ofvi.ol&tion.1 included in e. cage: maybe lillliteii W lhe minimum reqwtt:d to 
<1.Chir:vethc appr0priate _penalty spccifi~ in die Uaifurm Fine Anclsrnem {UFA) 
sofl waic. hwc,tigator.s do not !J)e.Dd cime de~ viol~ whicb ui,cy believe 
will DOI be used in th\! ~e. Pre•TEA-21 ~tatutory pcaalt}r timita (ci.g., how-, olsernce 
viola1i01:J1 - 5 I 0,000 per pattern) and the UFA lei.ch w fewlC'I" CO\lnlll being do,;;Qroemed. 
The~c licnit~ will dwl.gs when the TEA•21 J)t:nally proviuone a.re implemented. 
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It should be pm~ I hat thei pe:rcaii of viDllationa pni&.CCUbxl uould be n:plKed by a bettef 
m1~ pf aiforccmaJt aaivity ~ the w:grcc: of noncompliMl:e vuiOll ii1P1Liicimtly 111DC111g 

~ - We b'lllievt- lhe percent,g.e (l,f carrierJ. pl"tld£CUtmd Mil a result of III compbncc r~~ ii 
II ~ own.11 IMIIIIUR of our c~liam:c and i::nmr=-mt program. This pwcentsp has 
ronutcmly been llbo,;,e ) 0 ~ent 112~ hu been il'lcreuins li110e h!i S:afaStat mi:tbodollJ!Y ta 
idffiify high-rilk wrim wu int~ m lSl97. 

On page1 11 and 12, lhe OIG stat~ th~ Uljj -Mmty fitncaa rating pmoc&lli ia ineffl,caive beca1111e 
rnolnl" canicr1 wilh lea than aalia&ctmy r~ (CMditiarlill or 'llt:1#1.i!iflCt~) oocdinui: to 
opetal.C ind some ofthose--01111iffl WJJ irwQ~ in cruhca and fatal cruhc4. 

TIie Apncy hiia _,_-('.!aiimd that II OCJmpli.ancc imew/r.iitm.g will pre\lCI\I. d CmMJ,. b\11: 
raUu:t thal d't Mlljjorily nf carrie.-1, will improw mm safct)' or c,pi:ruimia :a-fta- 1. ~ - UM1118: 
i.m-mation !iotd tht: Motot Catrii=r MIDl,8.e:IDellC lllformaai.ort Syste,n, fRWA compared the: PY 
I gin crash actiwy of r.emen nx:.ci.vmg rarlns! in P'i 199'1 to th.ci,- C[DI ~,rity ici fY 19911. 
l'bc raulta a.bowo bdo\lf in T&blc J 911,ow that tlu, majority of um,r, ~ e: mi.Hg 
impcm,Bd. their cruh mcidi:m:i: thz IICICt yr.a..- tDll.ow.ing thi: rating. The~ al!lin in aw 
.redue1iotl WU m• by lhe:111 caiTien recemns • una:mrf'actory llltm!!:-

Rating 

s 
C 

ti 

Graad 
Total 

Tab.lc :l 
Crull Al;l:Mt)'- FY1997 v.s . FYI9911 

For Motor Camera Roviewo:1 in 
FYI 9!:n By Rsling 

~Bed m.cn:aacd Cruhca. NoC~ 
Crwes. 

.C::aitric:r, % 1¥-Catru:r! ¾ ff ~ 

,n 60,A¾, UI..!! ll.4% l,IJ 17.1% 

272 ~.!% 8J U.4% u 17,Q% 

,, 69.1% 2!5 ]1.lii% 111 12.?% 

86, fil.J% 293 21% 23:2 11U% 

Total 
Cl!Il'im 

™ 
'1! 

Ul 

lJ94 

•From Mm,;:h to Novem.bca: ,~z fHWA d,d pot i&M: ralillQi due tc a caurt cl-iellcage qz_jt9 
ratinf methndolQB.)'. 

On pl,!!e 13. il iibuw, thlll I S p1:~ of hi~ri.lli. wtiets (defined as A ,11d B (:aDiCJ:1) wari! not 
revi~ si,c mor:itbs folio~ the Mirth 19m SafeStat list FHWA ~ each diviei.on 
offie41 to identify Che reuons fOd" not perfol'Jllirie; r-,view, {Kl A and B clllTI.Cf! end to dctcrmiCJc 
"'·hcthcr 1t wes, withm Detember l 997 policy gui~I\Qj, 
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Same of lht v!lid te.asons lhe Mri.ews were not performed includ.i!: a =riew wu ooropleted 
willtln tb11 pr~ 12 mQCLlh period; the mater cam!:!" W1IIIII ddctcd &Dm i:;eRJus &nd/or out or 
buYlllttill; tlKR w.M a. pending eflfotecmc:Jrt &CUOll &,gllinst the c:mie.; ltle carriar WQ COlltBJncd. 
in the Perfo1Ei11r.i00 Reptraiion rnfQrmatiitln s,,,tem Managmimt (PRISM) poc,l Gd subject tu 
a difFcrcat reviC"W c.~lc; thcrcw:wwu oomplc1cd. bu1 not shown u oompleted in MCMl:S. 

Also on pasa i 1, the. oro providn infunnatio11 ml. opc11 m£om:mcrt cases. 

Thete a,~ many nJUODJI why 1 ~ of rial'CfflV!tll: i::aaea aim. The &dm:iniSlntiw process 
iuelfdoca not: provide fur quid. clolllJRtD civil furlcilW'C~ea. "~amer wno ie. ecrvcd with a 
nouoc of olaim (NOC) bu a ewe Pf"O'"H right tD ~ lb dwp llgiinat it and to p,oceed 
tlm:mgh tm: &dmimru&tift pl'U(cH. Tbillt proceH itself un take )'llllln to ra&el'Vi: bccauK of 
.-arlouK ll!f:!111 procooun:s tlm may be tUCD on behalf Df the canict a.tid ~se of acan;11 
fHWAJesq.lr.ou~ 

:cf .11 CIIITl« mi1iwlta by not rmpanding tD die NOC, or n:fu1111:S u, pay • pena.lry 1rtor adjuoi~ 
ia i,;impleu,« 00!1eetion elfurta reqlllre lhreo notifii;;at~ns 1.o Iha i::&nin that the debt ia due. Jf 
calla:ti.c11. t!I UR!iQCCle811nl.1 tlus mall.a ia BHgDcd tr., t= Dq,.rtmcrtt ofTtcasury. Ontlt! a.matter 
i& wiglted IO Tre&MY, Ill FHW I\ oollection ilfforts must u.u:c.. Tb.c9c cuc:s remain opi,n in 
oor ua.clcing ll}'!ltm um~ Trc:&!WJ ootifu:5 LI$ of lhe o~I-CO~ ofit,. ooDe~ effort.Ji. 

On pese 14, e. disa.111!1ion iJ provided on the 1.11111 of Ul.tlllit, mt. vcnua JJUmbc::r cf &1..ti•i~ aa II 
ineu.ite of program pt0,8lesl. The om aitiazes tbo UM offiltlllity ra1itt P It imfi:ty 
pcmmnmcc mcasun: and act,,,oc:ata the ll!I:' o.f die oombCI" of f.il11Lib<ll$ i"st.ead. FaWity rataa. 
1111d er.a.ch lllleJ are vafid ll()d ssneralfy ~ m.ta!llln:11 of aaf'cty ~ - Ill. dl mode1 
of11m115pr.Jrtati.on. t~ ~ , .. ti: ia often used bec:11.1se it induda1 an mpowrefai::ta.-. 
~ OlG implicitly recogriiza,. lfm cruh rrmr ia a valid mi:Ulln: of~ perlbtmaace. 0~ 
.P~21. mt~ i;ontcd g,f'Sm8aat. tbi::: ttport reco3Jlizeis M fltin Vl'dT ch.ta. u~ ~ ta 
provide vafi.d mti,iiCJ1 on canie, c:ruh ratc. Impi!Cilly, tbc rcporl ~s that c.ruh rue 
would be, the: bat way lo Oomparc-~- If the cruh n.te is a valid ~ of camcr aakty 
~llllilll; why is it ntl(,. valid. ~oftbc .safctypcrfmma.Eice of all c:mrin combi.aeii? 
FHWA =opC!I that bDtb tbi::: n,t~ and i6bM,luta number of auhea lijld ratililie., an nc,cded to 
mss.s program p«Ylif"Q9 ,nil b~ i11clud!ld too!IC twD rnc:a!lllra m. ita .l:'Y 1999 Pafumwl(e Plan 
publuhcd iD February 1998 . 

. ~m11HA0111tlPS and llespo,qp: ~ OIG ~ that ¥HWA: 

.Rttomaeadatiao l. Ob1a.in .Dcp.inmcoW apptY¼\I w reviae the motor ~rlll!f" ¢at;" 
goal 10 sub~lan.lially reduce 1hr: absolule number of deiadu per ~ . 

.FHWA Re1pC111H. C:o,-::Nr. The FHWA. FY I~~ ~[IJl(ICca Ple.u publidtcd in 
F1:bnw-y l 9'il8 con~ 1 g0aJ to redlice boch the rate and a.blKllute ownln:r w 
fe.taJiti.cs. Tbc fHWA hal! requB!ltod 1hat the matcrr cUTicr ~fi:ty gce.b. l!I lh.e 
Dcpstmcnbf Pcrfunnsru:c Pl11.J1 and th.cfHWA Pcrib:rtnaii,:;e Ple.n be coosisteiit. On 
April 14 the Anim.nt Sccrcfuy for .Budget aad Prugrram1 appru~Ll a cilange lo the goal 
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by lltdr;lins a m1wam: oft~ =bet of firt.Jitits. A revised plan will btc pwiliaht:d within 
30 cl&ya ~Ir f'r' 2000 sppropnatiol\i are e:RKted. 

Rtt.mm11Dd:di• 2. Sul:llgthen its. ilftforcemn policy by c!lt.ab.lilllillg written poli.c)' 
md eperating procodura «, ~ anf"Of1l!!lll.tllt act1C:111 apinlt m~r eaniK, with rcpc&t 

...;olaamu oCthe IWll8 acute or crifu;al rcr;ulaJioa Siroq ea.foroomcot acticu l'l'Ould 
include:~ fllle.s ._. th!= 14.MUtoty ~mum amDUDt, the 11!11111XC of compliunce 
orders, not neJ,Otiatma ?1d.lcal UIIIC8IUlCDta, mid. Mk:11 rw=eena,y, ph,cmg motor. cam.mi 
DUI. cl acrvi.ti:::. 

fflWA Rap~ C~ lltpart. 'The FHWA will iDm:8111: cnfi:m;,mtent ~ 
apirut canian with n:pc:at wil.atimu. Prl)gtessiYe AIIICQOffJ will be :imtitutcd by 
~ic'9 nncs Md ~ns Iha nsw ~ mthcrity u pnwlded in TB.,\. 21 . 
Hownr.r, IISIIC!l ■ing IIllllWDID1 flJM!S in &Ii cues wovld w;il,i.tt1 at.atulm'y l'tqllite:maits. 

Rfll()-.datiaa ~: Rrmvc all adrainisuatiw minimum nnea placad in !he Ullifbrm Fine 
Aa,essmw rmarllffl and incraaaB 1M CIIEmfllLIIII finca tD the li:vd 111111hofi.l$1 by the 
l'rl.llip0rtatiai1 E.quity Act fol 1b.e 2 l " ~ry, 

FBWA Bcs_pon!e. Con;:vr-mpart. ThoFHWAwiil~u~the~~tolhe 
11:Yd 111J.tbDrixd in TEA-21 ~ iti.clviie tllo !ifte lmih in dws UFA. Th~ Mll inctease, 
(w1;•aJI fine,: by 100 pin:mt. .R.unavingtheminiil:ll.lm ftno leveb (Ir floor-in UFA u 
~od bore wilt ellow fines ta LIii~ potrntial.ty to z:i:::ro. who.n -.ho nil)!) ,t.s.Mory 
fu:ttin an: uacd in 1bc madd.. Tiu wewd be oowrtsrp.roductiv-c to a progressive 
sancainri a.ppmach. · 

RctMHn1rad1tilll "· Estab0sh aaffcf fineis ~ cannot be Ollmidcl'ed I cos& of doir:ig 
buBillllll!i-md, oCooc:aalliY, acck. appropriate: kgiala.lk,.ti raisq ~ Jll!8llhy ooilinp. 

FBWA "Rapone~ (,'Oll(:1119' iripart. FHWA will imph:mmt lhc peawty pro'l'~OllS 
(,(mla.iood in TEA-21. HDWC'VCI", it ia ~ f01 lhe Agency to ,e1c ad.diti.oorJ. 
h:gi■La.tiw lllcii.a1111;11 rair.!e Ute penalt)' Cllilil'18 until Uie TEA-21 ~ ~ jmplelllerMd 
Md ev&lual.ed. 

Reeemnu:ad1Cio111 5. imp~ a prou~ that remoR■ the opcntin1 a.uthoril)' rtorn 
motor Qnltr3 I.hat fail to pay civil pcna.Mica withi.n 90 days aller final orm ~ i'5oUed 
er s.cttlaru:ut ae,ccmcnts a.re: roraplc:tcd. 

FHWA R.c!aftom11: /tlrmCOfiClff, Suth a.uthmity doN not curremtly cxi!II. New 
lq:i.aliuian wiU bi: required IXl revoke o,:,m1illg authority, {i.ssued cuncntlyonlyto fur
hiri: cam~), fiw m:mpaymccl of~-
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lteeo1Dmendatito '- EsW>liab criteria for d1rtcrmini111 wbCJJ a mati,;- CIIITier pota an 
imminent baD11L 

rnw A Rapoasc c~. m port. .FHWA wilt iuLe • rulemak:m1 10 implemet11; tbe 
- ~ l\llhority «intflli.iw:d iJl. TE.A-21. ~ mtcd io ~ tcrlof thia ~ Ill 
lwo-part ti::st fur imminelll haurd 1hwdy wsu, 

Reco.-.aialio■ 1. Requin follDW \IP viut uw1 fflG'liiorina oft.hooe-cnotorcatricr1 
with 11.Jcaa.than lldisfal:t~ safety r&tlna, at vlryio,g inter,,1111, 10 cnmrc I.hat mfc:ry 
iCl'l_provements are llatairmd Dr if !lldi:ty hu dctaiorated. tut appropr. ,anctions are 
i1wolml. 

FHWA Rapo.ue: COffl:IB" m [XUf. A. k~ ftatute of the na.lio.nwido ~ af' 
tbo l"RlSM prosnm, i1 the MDtD:r c..ricc Safirty Jmprovem1111t Proa:11!1 (MCSIP). This 
prOCi::11 11dapml, llfLCI all PRISM s~ _,,d, difM e<1111paroon Oi\-ision omees irdudi:s, II 
mao.itorins _proaram, lliDd ~~ YI!ciicin program. The! MCSIP tracb: high-rislc 
carriers lhr-oogh. ~mplimcc rew:we and appl!il!~ prasr8!W\11t lllll!ctiatla if !U81:y 
~rovaoan ia nm me.d11 . 

.la:umm.eadatioo !. E,aaflliJh a control mer.:banism tlla~ l'C\lUil'a writlmjustifi~ 
by the OMC Stlk DiRdor' vmea romplia9':.!: Rmws cfbigh-riak ~ 1119 IIQt 

~r=d.. 

fflWA Rapon1-1: CON:IU' in parl. FHWA ~ regui~ Stue Oirecl(.lf'S lO 
d.ocum.cnt tbs oompl-,ti()n or complia!IQ: revicwa 01J high-ria arricn. 

R.ewamc.tlbtioa ~- .Emblieh III writt.c:a. policy ua openting proc,edQres ~ identify 
aitcria end lirn., hmes for clo1i:llg an t:llfortr::mcnt wa, inclu.clins tb: ourrmt be..cldot. 

FBWA RJ:ip11111Jc: Canc;11r, in part PHWA acknowledges a ba.ddog of ccucs awaiting 
docuions Ind hlll taken ,teps. tu improve it. The cum:111 backtos ot~mcmoo.t cases 
w>dcr ~view in Headquarters is now less tban SO. The FH.W A will i.mrtruct lhe fi~d tQ 

el'IIW'C Iba& when Cl1furc:cmi::m: cue1 ara dae.ed lhe lilo is properl)' mai11Wned to l.'dlcct 
i.t. fHWA will reaffirm ~ding writ1cn policy n:gltJm/lg lhc timely c;omple,tioll of 
enfbrcemcnt Clll!CI. 

J'indin,: B - I 93u1J11:jtdl ])_att lmpaeu thl! M■t1:1r Carrier Slfett PNm 111 

Gt:ncnl Cllilll•eritl~ Tile FHWA agl'cao that imp,ovcm~1111an ncclod to bodl carrier 
i.bfclJll.llticn aad Ulll!h ~ FHWA and tilt: St.atca ha.vc cae.dt" muy drematic i.mpri:tvernct\l~ to 
!he que.lity ;md timeli.nc.ss ot' crnier and eruh data. 'The Dcpartmcnt, in ii., rewtht;i~ion 
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pro'10Nl. IJQ\ls]tt 111d received ad.di.tio.Dal fundiDg to make impro'ielhCl!.ta kl motor ania
infunnatiw. l}'at1:i:mi,nd data rn FY 93 special grants Wilff pro'l'i.dod to eiahl Stat.et ID so.Ive 
~len» aS&OOilltcd with. lhcir craah d11t111, fHW A 1'aCI 111~iom _plarmed to ~ Qllweflt 
llefil;i.enc;i.e6, The FHW A hu pimled a CDOpaa.lm: dfort with ~ N1twr:ial Highway lnflic 
s.a&:ty Admi11i,trati0n (NHf SA) to collec& cle4,ail.ed infbtmatioc. about cau.ses aflarg,e: truck 
auhc1. In addition, if' li.m.dii an availabli,, fffW A :ia.s proposed 4 JleOQQd -0Gopenuve effort '° 
cCll~ dirta. OCI all truck al'.lld bus crullC3 that 111111t be: rqmrtcd n, DOT (tow1.WI]', in}ury, B?ld 
ll111111), .-ppmDnltdy 150,000 per yaar, jn • ~ .-ory ,im,lar tQ lllleir PA1l8 «>lloction 
procedural. AINlfy1ls in each .State would oode: I.he~ in.fomiatioo fur CIIIlb cram and 
~plotd the dllt■. Edit clicc:b and quali1y control ni_pmts, muih ILi tM Ollf!~mrrer:iUy jn pll.\oCC! in 
the f ARS ryatcm, wowd bi, Ml on the tNck and bull cru.b d&t&. 

FHW A will aho impnrn, i.u ceMUI dalabtso. If funds lie available. FllW A will inilial.fy verify 
all ~!IW. retorch. The Apt,;, will tcmtim.i~ to ~ the Pammiancll and llrigistra:tioo. 
lnfbnna.lioca Sy&tmn ~ (PRISM) PfOSrul wtiiica ~ WI\JI.I QllMUS updates Ill 

pm Dfthe State c~ vehicle annuli n:.ipattalioo and r--.1 p--... finally, FHWA 
will «mbiM the QuJtmt State liccll!li.ng aud in.NraJ1C1: aystan, tho Fcdmd 6cecsinJ 1-Qd 

illliOOIIKll: ay.!lcm, and the Ii l!ldar.al ~er ceasw dau. ~ i.UO III sill5le Unified Cairiet 
Rc:gwlmbon 1.ystam th11-l ~nlffl tl'ie data foe- ll.l ~ openlli.o1JS Iii one lime. This wiJl lmllCC t~ 
adminill'cra.tion burdco on a.nicni imd provide mon: mrura.Le ceNU.S Jnfurmaticn. 

Caneurrcrllfy, witl) d'OH M:'4ona., tbi: FJLWA will c;umim: the~• to .State: u.pl.oeda. af 
crash aod earrier illf'amiatiou and DC!IQII medlOdl 1;o ~ it FHW A will Liao evwate new 
data 0011.acti.on procedllns to determi.w:, whetber utbl:'l" 114m41l-i1111 pro~ could b11 
employed to 0bw11 more lin:u:ly 11.11d atcumc cruh dam. Fer cumplc, direct~ to Stat.a 
aMI\ 61.n to obtu.o. the truclc and bus cruhe, w.--U be f!lCl!flir.ed. 

While we aaree with Ult:' ncicd tD i.mprm-c the data 1H !rtatcd in d'8 report WI! are r.acn,cemed thal 
there. ue immcroua tcdmic:al em:n in tn11 r1p0Jt, Sp,,x:ifie&lly on pqe 9 lho rep(,t"t !ttate&: "For 
l.h.e a.cc.itle111 evaluatiol'li at~ the: motor earner'! pcrlcirmanc.-: i!I. compared to othe.r motl)r 
i;am1:n witb camp~• flNt siu, Fo:" e:wnpla, a medium motor carnet will be compuccl tD 
OCher medium (2 l tci 100 vehi.clca} matgr c~ ·· Thi1 11.f#e!l'lont is ia~ecc. M'040r urtitr:!I 

uc not compared to olher Ill.Cleat ~11:ricn with rompar■hlc ffcct szc. They 1.n coraparad wilh 
olher mator carriers with a rom;arabjs Dumber« acclikWI. 

With rl:&J'~ to crashe:s, earrier1 v.ilh two o, ll:lOl'I: aci;:idcnbl uc pla~ into 011e Dfthc 
fot1owing groupis... 

Group l- 9 lo 20 Aocidtnh 

Group S =- B~ ot Mete Accid.mtii 

Group 2 = 4 to S Aocidelll.l 

Group 4 = 21 to SR Accidents 

Ca.rri~ with ~imilar ownbela of Cti.l!lb.c! an: groopi::d, =rnparcd to rmt sno!hel"by lheir crw 
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On~ 20 the ttpmt attta: "'Cate8C)lY A inotor WTierJ l:ia"11111. ~ score in an 
evwltion areas. Category 8 motor ~en have an llG8.C~t111blc aec~ iM three evih.laDon 
UN& cm, ofwllic11 inay be ~ Accidelll CYll!uatial. are•." This rtattllll.ffil ii irleoncct. Ce.tC,BOrY 
A matw cum:ni have m una.c:ctplable 101),e in all evaluation~ OR. the ~cnt ltll'ill pills 
two &eklitional &rear. Cah!801}' a ~r arrlcn; have an WIIICti::ptable ICOJO in tbe Aot:id,mt 
area plua cm: additional .an:a ar thn,c im:u wilh an ~ ~ckwlt anm. 

Oc. p~ l l the n:pcrt !ltatca: "Tl= mink af comD'lefcial Yeli.icl1111 and driV1:llli ia used in 
SllfeStat to determit1e tile size oftbo motor" camcr fur compari110ll. purpo&es. .since ffl0WI" 
camcrs BR oompanxl to Olha" motot ~iierl in Che 11A1M fleet .li2a ~ Thi! ate.tancm ia 
tecJmicalty i/K:Qrrea The IIUP'lt,sr of commcn:illl vdiid~ is uac:d in SueSta to fftl!l1IIWI a 
~ rate per power-unit. [tis lloO' ijJed to ~anmotcrcmienoftm: 511me fleet s,iq, 113 
additir;m. ~ nu~i,r of driven. u only used to m'JM'Lll.izo dti\rU mo','ins violation data 6mn 
romde i11Spea:iol'\S 1hr one <)ftbJllJI! patential drivzr IIIYBhiatimi &ta. indieaicrs, 

EJ,awb.ani on paea 21 the rq,mt &tat13: ,.Whc:i:i motor camers apply fQJ" opintin,e authority 1111d 
rcoeive lbw US OOT idartiti(:wo,n nuniherand operating~ tbr:y sho\lld Mlbllli.C tbei 
numba- ofcomme,cia.l vditla md dri'Vt:IA. and be raquira3 to provide period~ upddu mtbis 
inf~on inchulins tile val:iich: mile.a tamed. Cuttcmty tbia i1 no, ,.red.~ Thia ia not 
entirety ICllliTm. In the PRISM Stala of OR, CO, MN, IA. am1 l:N I mo1ur ~•s ~ (d' 

oommadal motor YChi.clcii and driven ia upd&ted IMU&lty ~ tlte ~ u part Df th= 
orollllmerci.a motor Wllu(aa ra,gi1tr.11ti.on proc;l:l'lll. The S1111c:1 of PA. MB, CT, G~ TN, and KY 
ha~ illho J'eQC:bll)' C;\\~a into g,1~, 118'~ ~ bl!ICOme fully fuoctirmin& PIUSM States. 
PRJSMwill prD"lidc !lfllllllll updd.c:5 of1he crit~ dri\ler ~ vellicl1td111ta. 

R.ecoalfflet1da1'ow 10d. "Rapl)AJl!I: ·Iha 010 rwammcllll1 llw lho ff!WA. AdminiSb"a!:Dr 
1.ggrH1L,,.!:ly pursur; obta.inilll!i q1lality pr:rfat mimcc data ti) iilHnofy nish-rist mctot" curicn imd 
lo de,.,tlop cruh safety improvernecils lo dscreatll the numlicr afftU.litics.. Specincally, WB 
reoommrnd. ta: 

Beeonu~ellllatloa I. llequ~ !lpplic.ana rcqw:aling apcnling i11.11bority to i:irollid~ .the 
~b!Jl" of cammm;:w vmidC11 tbcy 1lpa'att and lhe !knnber c,f dnV(!f.S tbey employ II.lid 
rcquin: ill! motor carriers l-0 ,-i.odic~ly updals this irlfo:rrcuni.011. 

mw A RHpona■• C='"· m pa,1. FHW A hi!> ai pco.diiig flll~i.ng th111t BmOIIS 
mhor 'thinse. propcm to n:qui.re lppucaLllJ for operatingwthooityto wbcmt 1111 MC.S-
1.5-0 with th.It e.ppiic:alicm to capture vehicle and driver aalll, An NP.RM wu publiw,J in 

. . February 0flut year and & F"lll.al Rule is ~ted October 200□ . Tom~ tha.t tbe 
info:mwion j5 upd..red periodically, Ille f'HWA is also i...-.,1.cmcating 1hcPRlSM 
ptogr.un. Slates p.vticip&\in.g in PRIS;:\-1 reql.llra carril!ll, to updAte dlW MC-150 
8.rtilu.-ly wheL1. their corruparcial ~clcl an: re.sirtcmd. 
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&tlNllmlCOdalioa 1. Revite the~ fo,muJa mid prmideihc.cmi\rC!I through the 
Motor Carrier Salely Amstance Pr<l3fUR 31ant1 f« thOSC' Stltot that w~ to fl!_port 
aoeur1te, to1Tiplete and limc,ly commcn:ial ~e ~ data. whidf: and driver 

i.cspec:iioo data and traffic: violation d&t& within a reuo cable 11 otifltMio11. pell(ld AJ:Cb u 
ODC year. 

t'HWA ltcJpo-ff. ('aricur. Ths FHWA has prod\1Qed tlu1 Man:11 l99SI MCSAP"Nalii;c: 
of Propc!cd lwlanakiog 11Z1 ~ve ~ tD i::aooW"Bgc Stam; to med tho WBet: 
deiadlille6 ror reportiB.B ~. am:iplete, 11,11~ limely 1Wa., 

lbcom•l!Ddatioa ~ Wirhhold fimds lhm1 thi:: MD'lor- Carrier Safety AJlli111m:~ Program ifi!lt!I 
for dl.oa,e Slama th.i COJ!!jCIU8 to n:port inaccurBm, ioocmpletc, and umimrly DIHIIID:l'Qal "\'c:ml,c, 

cnsh da11. vehlde-.wl driYer inspection clata.. 111~ lrl.lk W>lalion daia witllm • rMS(lnabl.tt 
.11otlfication period 11\l~ 111 an=~-

l-'HWA R.tipomi:: Mm-Co1me, AIJemulMAwicn~. Wrtl:lh.oldinj: State 
enfortemeiit flllldi"8 *1111'41 of de:t.11 «ul!ICtitll'I problemi will be comrtcrprodu~ In 
some, cues. thi:e le&d enf'01'c=neftt age-My wb.idl l'OUives die MCSAP fundm.ii: i.ii oot lb 
,amB Sl:lll.e agency did collecDl tlH! de.ts:. In ateli case& it an be diffirul.t for lhe Sta,to 
a,er,c:les w Q0rrect c!a.ta. p,<Jblems. AJt,,rnwvely, FHW A i11- tWl!ll 1Dp,1 to ami:od the 
MCSAP fur!mla to ptovide im=itlW& fuf bett=- data. 11mi: will &void ~ p:m11"ble 
conacqucmic: afrmucmg ClllorccmCilt. 

RKOmDU!Dltation 4. Initi,te 11. pr~ ti;:, train l~ enmrucm:ct agcm:lct to, 
~orting of <n:th, roadside, impc~boa dah. incfoding illi~ltetl IHffic vio.llllion1. 

ll'HWA Rmpaa-. CGnCll'r. FHW Aw been MlrDng mlh thi:: Stt.tc ofMMNOta to 
ctel.le • cosb investigalion course for police •o in1proV'O crash inval:ip.tl,;,n dllb. 
c:aaecac11. Cow.II! dB\l\!llopcc11mt imd pilot le&line; will be cxm1p!ctcd io F'i 1999. FHW A 
will oftet lhi: CclltsC mo~ broadly in FY 2000. FJI'W A mo hH planned. :utwfy to 
i.d!.lllify 1hosB State& ~ tba warJt data repoctinJI perfurmaDCjl 11111d. provide: mdhuds lo 

iumt tru:m io. improving. 

llttcmuMadatia 5. Swcludizc OMC and NHl'SA cram dmta..rcqui.rcmen'5, crash 
data caHecti,;m proa:dwa., IIJld. rq:11::im. 

FIIWA lhtpo.m1:: umcur. FHWA ami MIT.SA have been wotking logether fur 

,even\ years to stacdardiz.e a i:o.re sci o.f datt i::lam:nl& that c:a.ch State 'llt/01,lld inc"h,ufo on 
O~r poliice crnh re_p""3. This effort, the Modei Mirrlmum Uniform Crash Cnu!na, 
WDUld ianhancc bath Ag$rtei1n cruh ~ . 
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~Hdalha■ " Obaain and a.aa!yze ~ !;Ill~ I.lid iiruJi dltl u I resuti of 
comp~ i:ruh ~n• t~ idecrtlfy SB1e(y improvcni.em. 

JtHW A RaplXllik: ~ - FHW A Al1d NHTSA curve an imm-agcncy .agreememJ to 
0011dl.lct a larp tJWa i;a.,,11111t,r;1111 Jlµdy within the fuuncwc,k oftto NHTSA Naticma1 
J\utlllll(]lm: ~ Sym:m. This df'od will co~eot detai'" truck aw d.t.t& and 
bllild a heaY}' ~ cosb datll base b~illllill8 fY l9"99. Crub data irrw:sDpliOOIII will 
begin in pilot St1tc1 DO later tbaa Junc 2000. 
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